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Here at BIRKENSTOCK, our goal isn’t just to make footwear; it’s to make products that enrich
the lives of our customers and carry them through every situation they might encounter. And
there’s a reason why people keep coming back to us: consistency in our craftsmanship. We place
an emphasis on selecting and sourcing high-quality materials — like soft leathers, organic textiles
and cushioned cork — that are both comfortable and attractive, while also remaining practical and
long-lasting.

In Past & Future, minimalism is a driving force in the creation of each item. Earthy tones mix
with muted metallics, resulting in a lineup that is simple yet sophisticated. For World & People,
cross-cultural connections in the spirit of the Silk Road are the focus, and vibrant shades meet
embellished patterns and textured fabrics in a true display of globalization. Finally, with Nature &
Tech, botanical themes play with synthetic forms, blurring the lines between fantasy and reality
through the use of unique materials, contrasting colors and urban aesthetics.
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Yet while our brand is known for uncompromising features like anatomical footbeds, breathable
linings and lightweight materials, we’re also committed to innovation, which means our products
are continually evolving. This season, that’s reflected in our product groups that combine and
connect the themes of Past & Future, World & People and Nature & Tech.
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OFTEN IMITATED, NEVER EQUALED:

THE ORIGINAL
BIRKENSTOCK
FOOTBED
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The heart of all models is the original BIRKENSTOCK footbed. The construction has been thought
out to the smallest details imitates a footprint in the sand. The original BIRKENSTOCK footbed
provides shock absorption and the gripping motion needed to keep the shoe on your foot provide
exercise and may improve circulation. The anatomical moldings, may relieve pressure when you
walk, helping to provide relief for your feet, joints and back.
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01 | Heel cup
The molding in the heel area
supports the heel tissue and
holds the heel bone firmly in its
natural position.
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02 | Longitudinal arch support
The arch support that runs
along the side of the footbed
surrounds the tarsal bone inside
and out. As a result, they provide

the foot with the stability it
needs when taking steps, while
supporting and strengthening
the inner arch. It stabilizes the
back of the foot, therefore improving gait and coordination.
03 | Heel mold
The outer arch support promotes movement that is easy
on the joints and reduces the

likelihood of twisting your ankle.
The heel mold activates the calf
muscles, stabilizes the back of
the foot, and improves gait and
coordination.
04 | Transverse arch support
This support, which runs through the middle of the footbed,
stabilizes the metatarsal bone,
reduces the pressure on the
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BIRKENSTOCK COMFORT –
available in closed-toe shoes, too
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balls of the feet and helps prevent splayfoot. In this way, the
transverse arch support helps
ensure that the foot has a naturally straight and solid stance.
05 | Toe grip
Raised indentations are applied
to the front of the footbed near
the toes. Thanks to the toe grip,
the toes remain relaxed in their

natural position. It also supports
the natural ﬂexing action while
walking.
06 | Footbed edge
The footbed is drawn up especially high at the front end. As
a result, the high footbed edge
protects the toes during the
rolling movements of the foot.

07 | First layer of jute
The first layer of jute forms the
basis of our footbed. It helps
bond the natural cork and latex
core.
08 | Cork and latex footbed
The cork and latex footbed is
the heart of all BIRKENSTOCK
shoes. The shock-absorbing
and highly ﬂexible cork and

latex core supports and relieves
pressure on feet. The natural
material is heat and cold insulating and keeps feet fresh.
09 | Second layer of jute
The second layer of jute is
placed around the sides of the
footbed. This increases the ﬂexibility of the footbed and makes
a significant contribution to its

durability. This layer of thick,
absorbent jute helps regulate
moisture.
10 | Suede lining
The suede lining absorbs moisture. This natural property of the
high-quality top layer helps to
keep feet fresh.

Foam insert
(only on the soft footbed)
The soft footbed is padded with
an anatomically shaped foam
inlay. It contains millions of tiny
air bubbles which provide an
especially comfortable wearing
experience.
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All BIRKENSTOCK closed-toe
shoes are fitted with our unique,
anatomically shaped footbed.
Never be without the
BIRKENSTOCK comfort that you
have come to know and love.
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ICON

EXPLANATION
CORE

Season indepentend basic items
that have been continued from
the previous year.

CORE
ESSENTIAL

Season indepentend basic items
that can be orderd throughout
the whole year.

These items are available
in all sizes for children and
adults alike.
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NARROW
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SOFT
FOOTBED

FOR KIDS
& ADULTS

REGULAR

Sandals with heels (available in
two diﬀerent heights).

Items with these symbols are
part of our popular cooperation
collections.

To ensure your foot has enough
room, several models are available in two widths: narrow and
normal.

Navigation arrows to navigate
from page to page.

Button to go back to the information page of the story.

Home button for switching
to the index page.

Items that have a pleasantly soft
feel from the first step, with no
need to break them in.

n44701 | 35-50 | PG 200
ARIZONA | GRACEFUL ORCHID
Please check your local price
grid sheet for shoes & sandals
for corresponding purchase and
recommended retail prices.

VEGAN

Items that are 100% free from
animal DNA.
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CLASSIC STORIES

UNISEX

SPRING SUMMER 2018

CLASSIC

CAMBERRA LEATHER

10

The general demand for thinner straps within the United States and West-europe markets resulted
in this product group. It is an upgrade on the traditional BIRKENSTOCK footwear people know and
love, in that it is made up of the same material and features the same look, but it has a special twist
entirely its own. This sandal in particular has a rugged appearance but still manages to be smart
and casual. The combination of overlapping straps gives it a sturdy elegance that also evokes the
historical look of a gladiator.
Camberra leather is an updated version of one of our bestselling materials, the Artic Old. It’s
made of nubuck, a leather with the outside layer of skin that is still intact. The tannery sands out the
irregularities, which provides the leather with a particular look and feel. For this shoe, it is tumbled
and oiled even more to produce a rich look. BIRKENSTOCK leathers are particularly thick — between
2.8 and 3mm — but still manage to be incredibly soft. We use deeply dyed, permeated leather in
place of artificial surface dyes to ensure the material is as natural as possible. As a result, our shoes
are breathable, durable and wear resistant.

MEN

The high-quality aniline leather of this shoe gives it a clean look and character. BIRKENSTOCK
leathers are particularly thick — between 2.8 and 3mm — but still manage to be incredibly soft.
We use deeply dyed, permeated leather in place of artificial surface dyes to ensure the material is
as natural as possible. As a result, our shoes are breathable, durable and wear resistant. The leather
sole is made with directly injected PU parts which give the sole, the durablity, ﬂexibilty and anti-slip,
which subscribes this high quality shoe.
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The classic Birkenstock with a leather sole. It has been a development for many seasons
to get it right. We even made an separate productionprocess to constrain the quality of
assembling. To serve our Consumer we choose our to best men‘s sandals, the Arizona
and Ramses. The result is a product group that showcases the very best of BIRKENSTOCK
quality and style. The perforated footbed is exquisite, and when combined with the upper material
sidewalls, the result is a sandal with a racy quality, not unlike the interior of a fancy classic
sports car. The newly designed buckles are clean and minimalistic, which gives the sandals a rich
look with a subtle overtone of dandyism.

CLASSIC

LEATHER SOLE
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MEN
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CLASSIC

DESERT SOIL
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The upper layer of this product’s material has a texture similar to leather. It is coated and then
embossed, and finally aﬃxed with a skin-friendly layer of felt. This gives it a two-tone eﬀect in
both texture and color, which makes the product denser and lends it a more realistic leather
appearance. This product group is especially interesting for fashion-conscious men who like to
combine colors in a casual, understated manner. The contrast between the brown sole and the
khaki green upper updates the look for spring/summer 2018 with refreshing, earthy tones.
Birko-Flor is our high-quality, non-leather material. It is a skin-friendly, tear-proof and easy-care
material with a smooth, leather-like finish. The part that comes into contact with the skin is made of
soft ﬂeece for optimal, long-lasting comfort.

WOMEN

LEATHER SPECTRAL
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The Leather Spectral is a seasonal update of the Metallic success story. The shoe features a
metallic eﬀect for when you want to make a statement but not be too ﬂashy. The material has been
updated with a metallic finished base topped with a special embossed geometric pattern on the
upper, giving it a funky, summer feel. The Arizona and Gizeh models come with a soft footbed. It is
available in silver, platinum and copper, and these metallic colors form a palette that is earthy yet
bright — perfect for the warmer weather. We use a thick, full-grain, tanned leather for the upper,
which is then refined with a metallic layer of film.

CLASSIC

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT
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WOMEN

TWO TONE PATENT
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CLASSIC

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT
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This product group is a favorite among women craving a fresh take on a classic style due to its
glossy look and easy-to-clean material, and for spring/summer 2018 it receives yet another color
update. This time around, the palette focuses on three calming pastel colors that capture a spring
feeling: cream pink, cream coral and water cream. The felt lining and sole come in a contrasting
color, and the sandal looks and feels distinctly feminine. The soft tones and shiny material are joyful
and eﬀervescent yet sophisticated and sleek.
Birko-Flor is our high-quality, non-leather material. It is a skin-friendly, tear-proof and easy-care
material. It can be cleaned with water. The part that comes into contact with the skin is made of soft
ﬂeece for optimal, long-lasting comfort. The patent Birko-Flor features a distinctive polished eﬀect
and an extremely glossy surface, resulting in an ultra-clean appearance.

WOMEN

ALLOVER VELOUR

BIRKENSTOCK leathers are particularly thick — between 2.8 and 3mm — but still manage to be
incredibly soft. We use deeply dyed, permeated leather in place of artificial surface dyes to ensure
the material is as natural as possible. As a result, our shoes are breathable, durable and wear
resistant.
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This product group features a monochrome upper and footbed cover, giving the sandal a graceful air
while maintaining a retro feel and clean look. Meanwhile, the full exquisite footbed is a quality cork
footbed covered and wrapped with suede leather that cushions and supports your feet. The new
model Siena is a more elegant take on the Guam, featuring crossover straps positioned closer to the
front. This results in a daintier look, with a smaller point for the toes at the edge of the footbed. A
metallic finish on the straps looks particularly elegant, and the natural appearance of this shoe will
round out any Bohemian-inspired outfit. The sandals have a suede base with a pastel cracked layer
with a delicate yet fashionable metallic finish. This finish has a used look that can vary from shoe to
shoe and intensifies with frequent wear.

CLASSIC

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT
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WOMEN
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CLASSIC

METALLIC STONES
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Metallic Stones has all the stunning qualities that are destined to make it a bestselling addition to
the BIRKENSTOCK family. It has a distinct ﬂair that isn’t too ﬂashy but is definitely fun. The material
showcases a special shading of microfiber and metallic stones that result in a look that is both matte
and shiny, and the color-coordinated footbed liner supports the elegance of the upper material.
In contrast to its predecessor, the bright and polished Shiny Snake, the look of Metallic Stones is
lustrous yet delicate. This product group is available in earth tones of silver, copper and black and
will be seen across the Arizona, Gizeh, Madrid and Mayari styles.
Birko-Flor is our high-quality, non-leather material. It is a skin-friendly, tear-proof and easycare material. The part that comes into contact with the skin is made of soft ﬂeece for optimal,
long-lasting comfort. The upper layer has a rich look, which is accomplished by placing a foil with a
metallic eﬀect atop a microfiber layer and then aﬃxing it with felt.

WOMEN

WASHED METALLIC

Our suede sandals feature a high-quality base that is especially thick — around 3mm — but they still
manage to be incredibly soft. The material is unsplit in order to retain its natural properties. We use
deeply dyed, permeated leather in place of artificial surface dyes to ensure the material is as natural
as possible. As a result, our shoes are breathable, durable and wear resistant.
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This product group features one of the most beautiful washed metallic finishes on the market. The
sandal has a suede base with a pastel cracked layer with a delicate yet fashionable metallic finish.
This finish has a used look that can vary from shoe to shoe and intensifies with frequent wear. It is
available in three pastel colors: cream, rose and blue. The look of the sandal is elegant and stylish,
while remaining super soft and comfortable. It is perfect for the woman who thinks the regular
metallics are a bit too bold but still wants to have a little sparkle in her step. The sandals have a
suede base with a pastel cracked layer with a delicate yet fashionable metallic finish. This finish has
a used look that can vary from shoe to shoe and intensifies with frequent wear.

CLASSIC

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT (ONLY ARIZONA BLUE SILVER)
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WOMEN
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CLASSIC

ANIMAL FASCINATION
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This product is an update of the material released in fall/winter 2017. The upper material has
a unique look of shorthair animal skin, and the slightly diﬀerent color shades that fall in two
diﬀerent directions emphasize a natural fur look. The sandal is also easy to clean. The updated
color choices of oﬀ-white, gray and purple ensure Animal Fascination is ready to complete your
summer wardrobe, and its versatile appearance goes great with casual and dressy looks alike.
Birko-Flor is our high-quality, non-leather material. It is a skin-friendly, tear-proof and easy-care
material. It can be cleaned with water. The part that comes into contact with the skin is made of
soft ﬂeece for optimal, long-lasting comfort. The sandal is covered with a polyurethane (PU) sheet
created using two similar shades and topped with a custom stamp.

WOMEN

CRAFTED RIVETS I

The top layer of the product’s upper is made of high-quality natural nubuck leather. Nubuck is a
leather with the outside layer of skin that is still intact. The tannery sands out the irregularities,
which provides the leather with a particular look and feel. The metal rivets on top are anchored to
the material with stoppers, and a soft microfiber lining covering the rivets is attached to the upper
with a ﬂexible, highly adhesive glue.
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This shoe is a prime example of BIRKENSTOCK taking steps toward delivering new, fashionable
and trendy styles. The upper features randomly placed rivets of various sizes. These metal
rivets, combined with the soft, pastel nubuck material, gives it a polished feel and rich look. The
aesthetic of the Crafted Rivets straddles the line between elegant and easy-going, and it can be
worn with just about anything. Regardless of if you’re dressing up for a fancy evening or dressing
down for a casual night in, this style is guaranteed to complete your look.

CLASSIC

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT
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WOMEN
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CLASSIC

CRAFTED RIVETS II
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Similar to the Crafted Rivets I, the Crafted Rivets II makes a chic and stylish impression without
being too loud or outrageous. In place of rivets fixed with a stopper, the rivets on this product are
small and attached within the leather. This means it doesn’t require a lining, which makes it the
more aﬀordable model of the two. It comes in the same soft pastel colors as the Bazlen, but it’s also
available in our best-selling tabacco brown variation. This particular sandal is a model example of
how BIRKENSTOCK is striving to deliver more fashionable footwear styles.
The top layer of the product’s upper is made of high-quality natural nubuck leather. Nubuck is a
leather with the outside layer of skin that is still intact. The tannery sands out the irregularities,
which provides the leather with a particular look and feel. In addition to the soft pastel nubuck
option, this shoe also comes in a stunning brown color made of Artic Old leather, which is oiled to
produce a richer appearance.

UNISEX

LEATHER STEER

This sandal is an organic take on our classic look. It’s made of nubuck, a leather with the outside layer
of skin that is still intact. The tannery sands out the irregularities, which provides the leather with a
particular look and feel. For this shoe, it is tumbled and oiled even more to produce a slightly rougher look.
BIRKENSTOCK leathers are particularly thick — between 2.8 and 3mm — but still manage to be incredibly
soft. We use deeply dyed, permeated leather in place of artificial surface dyes to ensure the material is as
natural as possible. As a result, our shoes are breathable, durable and wear resistant.
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To create this sandal, we took the best parts of our Zürich and Arizona models and gave them an update of
heavily tumbled leather, which boasts a pure, natural character. The result is a shoe that clearly demonstrates its BIRKENSTOCK DNA. The material is as organic as it gets, which accounts for why the grain might be
slightly diﬀerent for each foot. The colors are fashionable shades with an understated, washed eﬀect and
pair well with just about any outfit. All the products in this group feature a soft footbed, which oﬀers an extra
layer of cushioning made of an anatomically molded foam insert. This results in increased comfort from the
first step. This shoe is hard-wearing yet packs a sophisticated punch and is loved by men and women alike.

CLASSIC

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT (ONLY ARIZONA STEER INDIGO)
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WOMEN

SPRING SUMMER 2018

CLASSIC

SWAROVSKI

22

This Swarovski sandal is a sophisticated option for glamorous women who want a look that
sparkles. The Arizona and the Kaduna models both come adorned with luxury-cut lead glass stones
that were specially developed by Swarovski. The Arizona comes in a stylish Cone Diamond variation
which will be controlled during the final assembly to guarantee its high quality. The new Kaduna
style features a toe part with a minimalist yet functional design, which gives the crystal stone the
appearance of ﬂoating freely upon your foot. Both looks are well suited for lavish, high-class events
such as galas or fancy dinner parties, yet they still manage to be extremely comfortable to wear.
This group comes in two types of material. The silver and anthracite variations make up a metallic
group that is our most important leather fashion group. We use a thick, full-grain, tanned leather for
the upper. It is then refined and heat-pressed with a metallic layer of film. The metallic layer is dense
to protect against scratching. Meanwhile, the black variation is made of Artic Old leather, which is
oiled to produce a richer appearance.

WOMEN

This sandal consists of two special materials. It is made of nubuck, a leather with the outside
layer of skin that is still intact. The tannery sands out the irregularities, which provides the leather
with a particular look and feel. We also use a thick, full-grain, tanned leather for the upper. It is then
refined and heat-pressed with a metallic layer of film.
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This product group is an update of the Big Buckle group introduced in fall/winter 2017, and will
remain part of the core program. The Arizona Big Buckle is a newcomer to a lineup that already
consists of the Madrid and Miramar styles. The look has been modified to fit with the strap size of
the standard Arizona model, and the end product has a bold and beautiful appearance. For a fresh
seasonal take on all three styles, we combined two materials: a printed leather ceramic pattern and
metallic leather. The ceramic pattern fits in nicely alongside the other Asian-inspired motifs of the
season, and the result is a vibrant, elegant sandal featuring our half-exquisite footbed.

CLASSIC

SILKROAD

23

WOMEN
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CLASSIC

ANCIENT MOSAIC

24

With a fashionable digital print inspired by the archaic cities that dominated the Silk Road, this is
the perfect sandal for women wanting to show oﬀ their oriental ﬂair. The pattern was designed
exclusively for BIRKENSTOCK and is based on the gorgeous mosaic tiles that adorned temples along
the ancient route. There are two available colors, navy and turquoise, which were the predominant
hues of many of the temple tiles. This marriage of color and pattern evokes a spirit of authenticity
and serves as a cultural nod to Asian artistic inspiration.
Birko-Flor is our high-quality, non-leather material. It is a skin-friendly, tear-proof and easy-care
material with a smooth, leather-like finish. The part that comes into contact with the skin is made of
soft ﬂeece for optimal, long-lasting comfort.

WOMEN

Birko-Flor is our high-quality, non-leather material. It is a skin-friendly, tear-proof and easy-care
material with a smooth, leather-like finish. The part that comes into contact with the skin is made of
soft ﬂeece for optimal, long-lasting comfort.
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The Graceful sandal looks just like it sounds: softly feminine, stylishly tasteful and fashionably
eﬀortless. For this season, we’ve updated this well-liked product group yet again — this time,
with an array of vibrant colors that draw inspiration from Asian spices. Shades like yellow,
magenta haze, hibiscus and ocean complement the shiny look of the upper and fit the element
group World & People perfectly. This sandal is a wonderful everyday shoe that still manages to
make a vivacious statement about its wearer.

CLASSIC

GRACEFUL

25

WOMEN
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CLASSIC

MAGIC SNAKE

26

If you can’t decide between a glittery eﬀect or an animal print, then Magic Snake just might be
what you’re looking for: it’s the perfect combination of two of our favorite and most successful looks.
The pattern isn’t particularly scaly in appearance; rather there is a Scandinavian-like edge to the
design. And just like in nature, where every snake pattern is unique, no two shoes are alike in their
pattern, which gives the sandals an authentic look. This sandal has a fresh, airy appeal that makes
a statement without being distracting. It pairs wonderfully with a long, ﬂowing skirt or dress to give
you that eﬀortless look of spending a relaxing day out in the sun.
Birko-Flor is our high-quality, non-leather material. It is a skin-friendly, tear-proof and easycare material. The part that comes into contact with the skin is made of soft ﬂeece for optimal,
long-lasting comfort.

MEN

RUBBERIZED

The materials used for this product group include a mix of designs made out of high-quality nylon
and polyurethane (PU). The PU is fixed in a geometric cutout pattern on a microfiber nylon sheet with
a 3D beehive look. The statement buckles, in combination with the upper and the ultra-soft footbed
made of microfiber footbed, create an elegant, sporty look.
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This product group is a futuristic take on some of our bestselling styles and is inspired by
the athleisure lifestyle, making it particularly versatile. In an update from fall/winter 2017, we’ve
used the same design and PU color while expanding the color oﬀerings. The existing black, along
with new shades of lime green, blue and orange, will help usher these sandals into the summer in
all its brightness. These shoes can easily be worn with everyday outfits or used as a fashionable
statement to give your outfit a fun and fresh addition.

CLASSIC

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT
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UNISEX

SPRING SUMMER 2018

CLASSIC

CORE

28

Our Core sandals are at the heart of the BIRKENSTOCK collection – classic models that no fan wants
to be without. Unique and unmistakable, in leather or Birko-Flor, these phenomenally comfortable
sandals enhance well-being and are the height of fashion. What’s more, they always feature an anatomically shaped cork and latex footbed for outstanding comfort. Pure joy for your feet, whatever
life has in store for you. The ARIZONA model (right) is the best-selling BIRKENSTOCK sandal and has
shaped the image of BIRKENSTOCK like no other model. Introduced in 1973, it has many dedicated
fans around the world. Like all of our classic models, this two-strap sandal comes in a number of
diﬀerent colors and materials.

29

SPRING SUMMER 2018

CLASSIC

SHOES STORIES

UNISEX

SPRING SUMMER 2018

SHOES

AMES

32

After a strong debut in fall/winter 2017, the Ames is back this season with two new colors in addition
to the standard black and white: taupe for women and khaki for men. These tones are casual and
understated in order to let the shoe speak for itself. The Ames is a sporty athleisure shoe with
smooth and partially perforated leather combined with color-matching suede and a metal lace
stopper. It also boasts a stretchy neoprene instep, as well as elastic bands and laces that ensure a
secure and personalized fit.
The shoe features a removable, anatomically formed cork-latex footbed with a smooth leather
sole lining. The outsole is made up of EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate), which is lightweight and ﬂexible.
A high-quality neoprene and terrycloth lining ensures the foot is comfortable and the material is
breathable.

UNISEX

ARRAN

The shoe features a removable, anatomically formed cork-latex footbed with a suede leather
sole lining. Both versions — unlined or with a high-quality canvas lining — are comfortable and
breathable.
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The Arran is a simple yet classic sneaker for both men and women and features an understated profile. A seasonal update for spring/summer 2018 makes use of unlined suede and natural
vegetable-tanned leather. There are also soft canvas options with lining in an assortment of light
spring colors, while the monochrome black version is chic and sleek. The shoe has a wide opening,
and the eyelets allow the laces to be adjusted, which results in a perfect fit. In addition, the upper
is securely stitched to the rubber sole.

SHOES

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT

33

MEN

BANDON
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SHOES

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT

34

For men in search of a comfortable, everyday look, the Bandon is the ideal shoe. This ankle
sneaker draws inspiration from simple skate shoes, resulting in an easygoing and cool-looking
silhouette. There are no distracting lines and the washed suede upper gives it a classy, vintage feel.
The four eyelets make it easy to put on and take oﬀ, and the fully stitched rubber sole comes in a
complementary white with a honey bottom profile. In addition to the existing espresso and
navy colors, this season will feature the color rust.
The shoe features a removable, anatomically formed cork-latex footbed with a smooth leather
sole lining. A high-quality microfiber lining ensures the foot is comfortable and the material is
breathable.

WOMEN

The shoe features a removable, anatomically formed cork-latex footbed with a smooth leather
sole lining. A high-quality natural leather and suede lining ensures the foot is comfortable and
the material is breathable.
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The Barrie slip on sports a classic, timeless look, and this season’s colors of black, oﬀ white and
sand are unwavering in their simplicity. The upper is made of perforated nubuck leather and
features stretchy elasticated sections that guarantee a comfortable fit. The shoe is lightweight
and slips on and oﬀ easily, making it the ideal summer companion, while the strobel-stitched
construction ensures the shoe is ﬂexible and durable.

SHOES

BARRIE

35

WOMEN

BARTLETT

SPRING SUMMER 2018

SHOES

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT

36

This ankle-high sneaker is a simple yet stylish look for both men and women. It draws its inspiration
from a classic college hi-top sneaker, and depending on the material, it can feel either laid-back
or sporty. This season’s update includes natural leather and canvas uppers and unlined suede
and canvas lining options. The rubber sole features a heavy sawtooth profile that is stitched onto
the upper through the top edge. The eyelets make up for a wide opening, ensuring a perfect fit, and
a heel tab makes it easy to slip into these shoes.
The shoe features a removable, anatomically formed cork-latex footbed with a leather sole lining.
Both versions — unlined or with a high-quality canvas lining — are comfortable and breathable.

WOMEN

The shoe features a removable, anatomically formed cork-latex footbed with a suede sole lining.
The sole is made up of EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate), which is lightweight and ﬂexible. The soft leather
and unlined design are comfortable and breathable.
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The Celina is a relatively new addition to the BIRKENSTOCK lineup but has already established
itself as a lovely women’s shoe, ideal for the summer. This ultra-lightweight, unlined ballerina
can be worn with or without socks. A ﬂexible heel ensures a perfect fit, while the soft toe puﬀ
retains the shape of the shoe without sacrificing comfort. The shoe is understated yet extremely
feminine and goes well with any look.

SHOES

CELINA

37

UNISEX

SPRING SUMMER 2018

SHOES

CINCINNATI

38

This modern sneaker comes in variations of suede and nubuck leather for men and metallic
leather for women, and is available in black, khaki and sand colors for both, with the addition
of taupe and rose for women. The lacing section with its seven pairs of eyelets is adjustable
for a perfect fit, and features the embossed BIRKENSTOCK logo on the eyelets, while the
construction ensures the shoe is ﬂexible and strong. The shoe is casual and clean and it is designed
for maximum comfort.
The shoe features a removable, anatomically formed cork-latex footbed with a suede heel section.
The sole is made up of EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate), which is lightweight and ﬂexible. A high-quality
microfiber and suede lining ensures the foot is comfortable and the material is breathable.

UNISEX

DUNDEE PLUS

The shoe features a removable, anatomically formed cork-latex footbed with a suede leather sole
lining. The sole is made up of TR (thermoplastic rubber), which is lightweight and ﬂexible, while the
unlined design is comfortable and breathable.
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The Dundee Plus is the new iteration of the beloved Dundee shoe. An upper of suede leather
and a color-matching two-layer TR outsole give it a chic, sporty appearance. The upper is held
together with two rivets, which helps keep the silhouette sleek and simple, and the shoe features
a semi-translucent BIRKENSTOCK bone profile. This season, two colors for women have added
perforation, resulting in better ventilation and a more feminine look. The unlined construction of
the shoe makes it easy to slip in and out of, and the wide opening with four pairs of eyelets
ensures a perfect fit.

SHOES

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT
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MEN

EVERETT

SPRING SUMMER 2018

SHOES

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT
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Drawing inspiration from traditional desert combat and hiking boots, the Everett is a serious,
well-built shoe with a heavy profiled outsole. Made out of tough waxed canvas and vegetabletanned natural leather in combination with a sturdy suede, this shoe is the perfect
companion to the BIRKENSTOCK bag collection, which boasts the same materials. The inside is
partially lined with smooth calfskin for a comfortable fit, and it features details like the
BIRKENSTOCK logo on the tongue, eyelets and upper. When worn with a favorite pair of jeans, these
boots help complete the look.
The shoe features a removable, anatomically formed cork-latex footbed with a smooth leather sole
lining. The sole is made up of TR (thermoplastic rubber), and a high-quality leather, suede and waxed
canvas lining ensures the foot is comfortable and the material is breathable.

WOMEN

The shoe features a removable, anatomically formed cork-latex footbed with a suede sole lining.
A high-quality microfiber and suede lining ensures the foot is comfortable and the material is
breathable.

SPRING SUMMER 2018

Some shoes simply stand the test of time, and the Mary Jane is no exception. This classic look
is graceful and dainty and made of smooth natural leather with a pull-up eﬀect. The ﬂexible
rubber sole features strobel-stitched construction to ensure the shoe’s durability, while the slender
hook-and-loop instep strap with the embossed BIRKENSTOCK logo guarantees a comfortable grip
and perfect fit. The inclusion of an anti-slip heel section made of wear-resistant suede helps hold
the foot in place. Two hand-stitched seams on the heel and vamp add a delicate, understated detail
to the shoe.

SHOES

IONA

41

WOMEN

SPRING SUMMER 2018

SHOES

ISLAY

42

The Islay is a shoe with a minimal, timeless look. The low cut is unassuming and the gentle contours
are appealing, which makes it a sophisticated shoe for a casual look. The upper comes in nubuck
leather or natural leather with a slight pull-up eﬀect. Its five eyelet pairs feature the BIRKENSTOCK
logo and the long cotton shoelaces ensure a ﬂexible fit. The inclusion of an anti-slip heel section
made of wear-resistant suede helps hold the foot in place, while the strobel-stitched construction
ensures the shoe is ﬂexible.
The shoe features a removable, anatomically formed cork-latex footbed with a suede sole lining.
A high-quality microfiber and suede lining ensures the foot is comfortable and the material is
breathable.

WOMEN

The shoe features a removable, anatomically formed cork-latex footbed with a natural leather
sole lining. The rubber sole is robust and cushions and supports the rolling motion of the feet,
while the microfiber lining is comfortable and breathable.
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The Laramie Low is a low-cut take on the already gorgeous Laramie boot. With an upper made
of natural leather or suede leather, this brogue-style, lace-up shoe is tastefully sophisticated.
The satin shoelaces add a feminine touch and the four eyelet pairs ensure it adjusts easily to the
feet. This shoe is particularly stylish when worn without socks or showing oﬀ the ankle, and works
well with business looks, dinner dresses and carefree summer outfits alike.

SHOES

LARAMIE LOW

43

UNISEX

SPRING SUMMER 2018

SHOES

LONDON

44

Showcasing a classic BIRKENSTOCK look, the London is a beautiful shoe with clean lines. It’s
based on the Boston clog but includes a closed heel section. The adjustable buckle strap above
the instep has an embossed BIRKENSTOCK logo. Featuring construction just like our sandals,
the upper attaches to the footbed directly, while both are securely connected to the outer sole.
The upper also features oiled natural leather, highlighting the unique characteristics of the material
and giving the shoe a lovely, lived-in look.
The shoe features an anatomically formed cork-latex footbed with a suede sole lining. The sole is
made up of EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate), which is lightweight and ﬂexible, while the unlined design is
comfortable and breathable.

WOMEN

The shoe features an anatomically formed cork-latex footbed with a suede sole lining. The sole is
made up of EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate), which is lightweight and ﬂexible, while the unlined design is
comfortable and breathable.
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The Mantova is yet another take on the Mary Jane, a timeless classic. This version is a bit
more rustic, with a focus on comfort, but it is still undeniably elegant. The EVA sole features
the BIRKENSTOCK bone design, and the vamp is extended above the toe section. The leather strap
above the instep provides a firm grip and a perfect fit, while the vintage-looking metal buckle with
the embossed BIRKENSTOCK logo allows for individual adjustment. The upper features oiled natural
leather, giving the shoe a lived-in look that pairs with skirts, dresses and jeans.

SHOES

MANTOVA

45

UNISEX

MONTANA

SPRING SUMMER 2018

SHOES

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT
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The Montana is a BIRKENSTOCK classic with a natural, rustic look. Featuring construction just
like our sandals, the upper attaches to the footbed directly, while both are securely connected to
the outer sole. The design is completely seamless, while a clever and sophisticated lacing system
with distinct oversized holes and two studs with embossed BIRKENSTOCK logos hold the two upper
pieces in place and reinforce brand recognition. The upper also features oiled natural leather, giving
the shoe a lived-in look.
The shoe features an anatomically formed cork-latex footbed with a suede leather sole lining. The
sole is made up of PU (polyurethane), which is lightweight and ﬂexible, while the unlined design is
comfortable and breathable.

UNISEX

MONTANA PLUS

The shoe features a removable, anatomically formed cork-latex footbed with a suede leather sole
lining. The sole is made up of TR (thermoplastic rubber), which is lightweight and ﬂexible, while the
unlined design is comfortable and breathable.
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The Montana Plus is a new iteration of the beloved heritage-style Montana. The women’s versions feature suede, while the men’s versions combined oiled nubuck leather with suede for a more
masculine appearance. An upper of suede leather and a color-matching two-layer TR outsole give it
a distinguished appearance. A clever and sophisticated lacing system, along with two rivets, holds
the two upper pieces in place, which helps keep the silhouette sleek and simple. The shoe also
features a semi-translucent BIRKENSTOCK bone profile.

SHOES

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT
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UNISEX

SPRING SUMMER 2018

SHOES

PASADENA

48

Embodying a clean-cut, preppy style, the Pasadena is a classic summertime shoe with a low,
lace-up look. It boasts a ﬂexible construction with an upper that is hand-stitched to the beige
outsole. The version made of soft nubuck leather features five colorways for women and four
colorways for men, all with color-matching cotton laces. Meanwhile, the version made of suede
leather comes in natural, desert colors like khaki, sand and taupe. A firm counter made of cow suede
supports the heel and keeps the foot in place, ensuring the shoe both looks and feels good.
The shoe features a removable, anatomically formed cork-latex footbed with a suede leather sole
lining. The sole is made up of PU (polyurethane), which is lightweight and ﬂexible. A high-quality
microfiber lining ensures the foot is comfortable and the material is breathable.

MEN

The shoe features a removable, anatomically formed cork-latex footbed with a smooth leather sole
lining. A high-quality calfskin lining ensures the foot is comfortable and the material is breathable.
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The Ranga shoe is the men’s answer to the beloved Thessaloniki in the women’s line. The
design of the upper draws inspiration from 80s basketball silhouettes, yet it still gives oﬀ clear
BIRKENSTOCK vibes with details such as a buckle around the ankle. This season introduces a
push button function for the buckle and adds a new color, sand. The upper is a mixture of smooth
leather and partially perforated suede, and it is attached to the rubber outsole with stitching. For
men who want to look eﬀortlessly sporty and cool, this shoe is just right.

SHOES

RANGA

49

WOMEN
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SHOES

SAITAMA

50

The Saitama is an easygoing moccasin made of smooth nubuck leather. The vamp has leather
fringes, which give it a playful, feminine look. Even so, the result is a basic yet distinguished look
that works as a classic staple for any outfit. Wear these shoes with a pencil skirt to look polished
and oﬃcial, or with your favorite pair of jeans to look relaxed and casual.
The shoe features a removable, anatomically formed cork-latex footbed with a suede sole lining.
The sole is made up of EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate), which is lightweight and ﬂexible. The soft leather
and unlined design are comfortable and breathable.

MEN

TROY

The shoe features a removable, anatomically formed cork-latex footbed with a suede sole lining.
The sole is made up of PU (polyurethane), which is lightweight and ﬂexible. A high-quality microfiber
lining ensures the foot is comfortable and the material is breathable.
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With a classic desert boot silhouette and traditional corner-stitch construction, the Troy is a simple
shoe that makes a big statement. The suede upper forgoes fancy details in favor of an unadorned,
understated look. Two eyelet pairs underline this easygoing feel, and color-contrasting details such
as a round logo tag in the back, thick hand stitches and cotton laces pull the shoe together. The shoe
comes in black, navy and khaki colors and oﬀers a distinguished look regardless of whether it is
worn with a suit or with blue jeans.

SHOES

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT
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KIDS STORIES
SANDALS & SHOES

GIRLS
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KIDS

METALLIC I+II

54

METALLIC I: This is a stunning sandal with a futuristic feel, and the upper features a mixture of the
basic Birko-Flor along with a metallic version of it. The metallic look has an appearance similar to
hammered metallic, which sets it apart from the other metallic products in that it looks handcrafted.
The sandal comes in the color combinations of gold-brown, silver-white and rose gold-white.
Birko-Flor and Birko-Flor Nubuck is our high-quality, non-leather material. It is a skin-friendly,
tear-proof and easy-care material with a smooth, leather-like finish. It can be cleaned with water. The
part that comes into contact with the skin is made of soft ﬂeece for optimal, long-lasting comfort.
METALLIC II: This sandal has a wild, playful and ultra-girly feel to it. The upper is made of
microfiber and topped with a metallic foil with stone optic. Another layer on top adds a rainbow
shine, making the stones sparkle like rare gemstones. Microfiber material is made of smooth fibers.
The material is tear proof and inherently stable with a soft surface. The sole is made of EVA
(ethylene vinyl acetate), a non-toxic synthetic material without any seams.

GIRLS

FRINGE

The sole is made of EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate), a non-toxic synthetic material without any seams.

SPRING SUMMER 2018

Birko-Flor Nubuck is our high-quality, non-leather material. It is a skin-friendly, tear-proof and
easy-care material with a smooth, leather-like finish. It can be cleaned with water. The part that
comes into contact with the skin is made of soft ﬂeece for optimal, long-lasting comfort.

KIDS

This Gizeh-style sandal gets an updated look with fringes made of soft suede leather attached to the
upper. The result is a bohemian, hippy vibe that carefree girls will love. This sandal is exactly what’s
needed to complete a summer look.

55

BOYS

COLOR SPRAYS
MARKETING HIGHLIGHT

SPRING SUMMER 2018

KIDS

These sandals feature an artsy design on the upper that appears to be spray painted on, making
them look like they’ve been around a long time. The used eﬀect lends them a sense of credibility and
coolness, and they’re the ideal sandal for adventurous and creative boys.

56

For this sandal, a special color-spotted foil is aﬃxed to a microfiber base. Microfiber material is
made of smooth fibers. The material is tear proof and inherently stable with a soft surface. The sole
is made of EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate), a non-toxic synthetic material without any seams.

BOYS & GIRLS

SPICE

The Guam Strap is a version of the existing Guam cross-over style but has been updated with a
heel strap for better support and increased grip for active boys.
All styles feature combinations of Birko-Flor materials. Birko-Flor is our high-quality, non-leather
material. It is a skin-friendly, tear-proof and easy-care material with a smooth, leather-like finish. It
can be cleaned with water. The part that comes into contact with the skin is made of soft ﬂeece for
optimal, long-lasting comfort. The sole is made of EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate), a non-toxic synthetic
material without any seams.
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The Spice sandals are the first in our series of World & People footwear for kids, which will be
featured on the following pages. They are completely new this season and take their inspiration
from oriental sandals. In response to the market demand for thinner straps, the Spice sandals
feature the styles Salina and Marrakesch. The straps are decorated with basic rivets and are fitted
with a bold statement. The sandal also comes in the model Marrakesch, which is a thong style with
a heel strap and two buckles to ensure a perfect fit.

KIDS

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT
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GIRLS

ORIENTAL MOSAIC
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KIDS

A special multicolored foil with a rainbow-like appearance is placed on top of the microfiber upper
to make this shoe. The pattern has an oriental touch, bringing to mind elaborate stone ﬂoor mosaics
found in temples along the Silk Road.

58

Microfiber material is made of smooth fibers. The material is tear proof and inherently stable with a
soft surface. The sole is made of EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate), a non-toxic synthetic material without
any seams.

GIRLS

Birko-Flor is our high-quality, non-leather material. It is a skin-friendly, tear-proof and easy-care
material with a smooth, leather-like finish. It can be cleaned with water. The part that comes into
contact with the skin is made of soft ﬂeece for optimal, long-lasting comfort. The sole is made of EVA
(ethylene vinyl acetate), a non-toxic synthetic material without any seams.
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A beautiful blue and rose tile pattern adorns these sandals, which make an elegant statement. The
sandal comes in two styles for girls, the Rio and the Gizeh. The sandals are printed using a digital
process that enables the faithful reproduction of all colors and designs. White Birko-Flor is used as
background material to ensure optimal color brilliance. A technique known as placed digital printing
ensures the patterns are always in the same place on the left and right sandals.

KIDS

ORIENTAL TILES

59

GIRLS
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KIDS

CHINA FLOWERS

60

For our World & People theme, diﬀerent sandals feature inﬂuences from a variety of countries. The
inspiration for this shoe comes from original Chinese ﬂoral embroidery, and it has a sophisticated
and fun girly look to it. The sandals are printed using a digital process that enables the faithful
reproduction of all colors and designs. White Birko-Flor is used as background material to ensure
optimal color brilliance. A technique known as placed digital printing ensures the patterns are
always in the same place on the left and right sandals.
Birko-Flor is our high-quality, non-leather material. It is a skin-friendly, tear-proof and easy-care
material with a smooth, leather-like finish. It can be cleaned with water. The part that comes into
contact with the skin is made of soft ﬂeece for optimal, long-lasting comfort. The sole is made of EVA
(ethylene vinyl acetate), a non-toxic synthetic material without any seams.

GIRLS

CANDY

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT
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Birko-Flor is our high-quality, non-leather material. It is a skin-friendly, tear-proof and easy-care
material with a smooth, leather-like finish. It can be cleaned with water. The part that comes into
contact with the skin is made of soft ﬂeece for optimal, long-lasting comfort. The sole is made of EVA
(ethylene vinyl acetate), a non-toxic synthetic material without any seams.

KIDS

The name of this shoe is inspired by lollipops — in particular, the semi-transparent surface of the
Birko-Flor looks a lot like candy. For a cohesive feel, the semi-transparent ﬂower buckles have been
added to the straps, resulting in a fresh summer look for feminine girls.

61

GIRLS

HOLOGRAM
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KIDS

For a playful and iridescent look, the Hologram is the perfect sandal. Its sparkly surface and
silver reﬂective material has a shimmery mermaid look that is guaranteed to delight. When the
sun hits it, the colors glimmer and the light bounces around with a prism-like eﬀect, thanks to the
addition of a special reﬂective foil.

62

A special hologram foil is placed on top of the microfiber. Microfiber material is made of smooth
fibers. The material is tear proof and inherently stable with a soft surface. The sole is made of EVA
(ethylene vinyl acetate), a non-toxic synthetic material without any seams.

GIRLS

MAGIC SNAKE
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Birko-Flor is our high-quality, non-leather material. It is a skin-friendly, tear-proof and easy-care
material with a smooth, leather-like finish. It can be cleaned with water. The part that comes into
contact with the skin is made of soft ﬂeece for optimal, long-lasting comfort. The sole is made of EVA
(ethylene vinyl acetate), a non-toxic synthetic material without any seams.

KIDS

If you can’t decide between a glittery eﬀect or an animal print, then Magic Snake just might be what
you’re looking for: it’s the perfect combination of two of our favorite and most successful looks. It
features a special transparent upper layer that is applied on top of the upper to protect the sandal.
There is also a similar pattern for women for the mothers and daughters who want to match.

63

BOYS

3D RUBBER SEAWEED
MARKETING HIGHLIGHT
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KIDS

This sandal is a fresh and fun summer sandal for boys, available in our bestselling styles. The
technical, creative upper features a 3D PU application that looks like seaweed, which fits perfectly
into the Nature & Tech theme.

64

For this sandal, two microfiber sheets were laminated together, and a 3D PU (polyurethane) layer
was added on top to make the material robust. The part that comes into contact with the skin is
made of soft microfiber for optimal, long-lasting comfort.
Microfiber material is made of smooth fibers. The material is tear proof and inherently stable with
a soft surface. The sole is made of EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate), a non-toxic synthetic material
without any seams.

UNISEX

EVA RAINBOOT

EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate) is a non-toxic synthetic material without any seams or attachments.
EVA is also a water-, oil- and grease-resistant material. The footbed is lightweight and ﬂexible, yet it
is contoured and has a supportive arch so your foot is cushioned while you walk.
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All the benefits of EVA, including its light weight, its smooth feel, its clean look and its waterproof
nature, make it the perfect material for rain boots for kids. This unisex boot is inspired by the classic
Boston sandal and features a comfortable and supportive footbed that stays dry no matter how
many puddles it splashes. The look is sleek and simple, with bright colors that appeal to little ones.
It’s true that there’s no such thing as bad weather —only bad clothing — and with the Scourie rain
boot, that problem is solved.

KIDS

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT
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BOYS

EVA MILANO
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KIDS

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT
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The popular Milano Kids sandal has been transfered to EVA, with features that oﬀer support and
comfort for active boys. The full-length upper has two straps on top and a heel strap that holds
the foot securely in place. EVA has long been a preferred material for use in running shoes
because of its shock-absorbent properties, but BIRKENSTOCK has been successful in implementing this material in its sandals because it’s super light and comfortable. The material is also
waterproof, making it an ideal footwear choice for a trip to the pool or the waterpark.
EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate) is a non-toxic synthetic material without any seams or attachments.
EVA is also a water-, oil- and grease-resistant material. The footbed is lightweight and ﬂexible, yet it
is contoured and has a supportive arch so your foot is cushioned while you walk.

BOYS & GIRLS

CORE

SPRING SUMMER 2018

Birko-Flor and Birko-Flor Nubuck is our high-quality, non-leather material. It is a skin-friendly,
tear-proof and easy-care material with a smooth, leather-like finish. It can be cleaned with
water. The part that comes into contact with the skin is made of soft ﬂeece for optimal, longlasting comfort. The sole is made of EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate), a non-toxic synthetic material
without any seams.

KIDS

Our iconic sandals are now available in small sizes for kids, because tiny shoes can still deliver
huge comfort. The sturdy Birko-Flor in natural colors, the supportive footbed and the distinctive
designs all come together to make BIRKENSTOCK sandals timeless favorites and day-to-day
companions.

67

GIRLS

SPRING SUMMER 2018

KIDS

ABILENE

68

The Abilene is a T-bar ballerina that’s both stylish and functional. The look is timeless and girly, and
the ﬂexible rubber sole with its non-slip eﬀect is practical and safe. This season’s update features
an upper made of either suede and denim or suede and canvas, with both versions containing a
soft cotton canvas lining. The color options of indigo, fuchsia and sun are vibrant and fun variations
of primary colors. A characteristic BIRKENSTOCK bone profile gives it a cohesive look, and the
hook-and-loop strap ensures the shoe comes on and oﬀ easily, making it ideal for girls on the go.
The shoe features a removable, anatomically formed cork-latex footbed with a softly padded
heel section and suede sole lining. A high-quality microfiber and suede lining ensures the foot is
comfortable and the material is breathable.

UNISEX

The shoe features a removable, anatomically formed cork-latex footbed with a softly padded
heel section and suede sole lining. The rubber sole is robust and cushions and supports the rolling
motion of the feet. A high-quality suede leather or textile lining ensures the foot is comfortable and
the material is breathable.
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Featuring a sporty, low cut and stylish design, the Arran is a versatile and fun kid shoe available
in a variety of looks and materials. The textile version comes in the season’s bright shades of
indigo, fuchsia and sun, along with a more neutral khaki, and features a colored line on the retro
sneaker sole. The classic black natural leather version has also been carried over but sports a more
streamlined look. Reﬂector stripes on the heel are a safety feature, a counter made of tough cow
suede holds the foot in place, and the strobel-stitched construction ensures the shoe is ﬂexible and
strong. The eyelet pairs make it easy to adjust the laces for the perfect fit, guaranteeing the shoe
is ready for outdoor playing the moment it is put on.

KIDS

ARRAN KIDS

69

UNISEX
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KIDS

ARRAN VELCRO

70

The use of two stylish hook-and-loop closures on the Arran Velcro makes it a fun shoe for kids that
is easy to put on and take oﬀ. The look is made even more versatile with an upper made of natural
leather, suede leather or textile, while the strobel-stitched construction ensures the shoe is highly
ﬂexible. The textile versions in khaki, indigo, fuchsia and sun feature a color line on the sole, while
the suede versions of khaki, sand and rose have fresh colors on the closures. Each shoe also has a
reﬂector on the heel strap for increased safety and visibility in the dark, and the tongue features the
BIRKENSTOCK logo.
The shoe features a removable, anatomically formed cork-latex footbed with a softly padded heel
section and suede sole lining. A high-quality lining of microfiber or textile and suede leather ensures
the foot is comfortable and the material is breathable.

UNISEX

The shoe features a removable, anatomically formed cork-latex footbed with a softly padded
heel section and suede sole lining. A high-quality suede leather and textile lining ensures the foot is
comfortable and the material is breathable.
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Astee is a playful children’s sneaker that has a fun, retro look with cool, kid-friendly features.
The upper is a mix of soft suede leather and either perforated synthetic patent/metallics or
breathable mesh. This season oﬀers four new colorways — navy, fuchsia, aqua and oﬀ white
— along with eye-catching elements such as bright material colors, color-popping eyelets and
color-matching sole stitching. The construction is secure and sporty, with a non-slip rubber sole
that is stitched to the upper along the top edge.

KIDS

ASTEE

71

UNISEX
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KIDS

BARTLETT KIDS

72

The Bartlett for kids is a durable shoe with an ankle cut and a classic, stylish appearance. The
upper is made of a tough suede leather that is both sporty and fashionable, making it a great shoe
for everyday wear and dress-up occasions. A counter made of tough cow suede holds the foot
in place, and the strobel-stitched construction ensures the shoe is ﬂexible and strong. This season,
the shoe comes in khaki, sand and rose.
The shoe features a removable, anatomically formed cork-latex footbed with a softly padded heel
section and suede sole lining. A high-quality leather and textile lining ensures the foot is comfortable
and the material is breathable.

GIRLS

The shoe features a removable, anatomically formed cork-latex footbed with a softly padded
heel section and suede sole lining. The rubber sole is robust and cushions and supports the rolling
motion of the feet. A high-quality microfiber and suede lining ensures the foot is comfortable and
the material is breathable.
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The June is the classic kids’ version of the traditional Mary Jane shoe, and this back-to-school edition
features a clean, no-frills appearance, making it the perfect addition to a school uniform. The upper
is made of natural leather, and the ﬂexible rubber sole with the classic BIRKENSTOCK bone profile is
firmly attached via stitching. The hook-and-loop instep strap with the embossed BIRKENSTOCK logo
guarantees a comfortable grip and perfect fit while still being easy for kids to put on and take oﬀ.

KIDS

JUNE
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UNISEX
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KIDS

MYLO
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The Mylo is a modest, minimalist desert boot for kids who are stylish and fashion-forward. It’s made
of soft suede leather and comes in light summer colors: khaki, sand and rose metallic. The cotton
laces ensure a secure fit, and the inside zipper makes it easy to put them on and take them oﬀ.
The BIRKENSTOCK logo is featured on the tongue and the heel strap, and the inner lining has
additional perforation. The stitchdown construction ensures the shoe is ﬂexible and always ready
for adventure. This shoe is perfect for everyday wear, but it also works well for dress-up occasions.
The shoe features a removable, anatomically formed cork-latex footbed with a softly padded
heel section and suede sole lining. The rubber sole is abrasion-resistant and supports the feet.
A high-quality microfiber and suede lining ensures the foot is comfortable and the material is
breathable.
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KIDS

& FRIENDS STORIES

© Disney

GIRLS

PRINCESS

SPRING SUMMER 2018

FRIENDS

Princesses are in every girl’s favorite Disney storyline right now. The most popular characters from
Disney movies come to life with this fun and exciting print available on a variety of the season’s
bestselling styles. The colors of the buckles, rivets and soles were specially chosen to fit the upper.
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The sandals are printed using a digital process that enables the faithful reproduction of all colors
and designs. White Birko-Flor is used as background material to ensure optimal color brilliance.
A technique known as placed digital printing ensures the patterns are always in the same place on
the left and right sandals. Birko-Flor is our high-quality, non-leather material. It is a skin-friendly,
tear-proof and easy-care material with a smooth, leather-like finish. It can be cleaned with water.
The part that comes into contact with the skin is made of soft ﬂeece for optimal, long-lasting
comfort. The sole is made of EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate), a non-toxic synthetic material without
any seams.

© Disney/Pixar

BOYS

The sandals and clogs are printed using a digital process that enables the faithful reproduction of
all colors and designs. A technique known as placed digital printing ensures the patterns are always
in the same place on the left and right sandals. Birko-Flor is our high-quality, non-leather material.
It is a skin-friendly, tear-proof and easy-care material with a smooth, leather-like finish. It can be
cleaned with water. The part that comes into contact with the skin is made of soft ﬂeece for optimal,
long-lasting comfort. The sole is made of EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate), a non-toxic synthetic material
without any seams.

SPRING SUMMER 2018

Cars is every boy’s favorite Disney storyline right now, and the characters from the movie come
to life with this fun and exciting print available on a variety of the season’s bestselling styles. In
addition to the classic Milano style, this pattern is also available as a special clog with a protective
PU cap to keep toes and material safe. The clog features two straps; the top one can be moved
to create a secure heel strap that holds the foot in place, or it can sit in front, making it easy for
little feet to slip in and out.

FRIENDS

CARS
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© Marvel

© TM Lucasfilm

BOYS & GIRLS
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FRIENDS

CARRY OVER
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Our bestselling action hero sandals from fall/winter 2017 are back this season as carry-over
designs. The category includes Star Wars sandals with the motifs of BB-8, Stormtroopers and Darth
Vader. The sandals Milano Star Wars Darth Vader and Star Wars Stormtrooper are available for boys
and men. For adventurous boys who love comic books and superheroes, there are also Marvel sandals with a cool Spider-Man print.
The sandals are printed using a digital process that enables the faithful reproduction of all colors
and designs. White Birko-Flor is used as background material to ensure optimal color brilliance.
A technique known as placed digital printing ensures the patterns are always in the same place on
the left and right sandals. Birko-Flor is our high-quality, non-leather material. It is a skin-friendly,
tear-proof and easy-care material with a smooth, leather-like finish. It can be cleaned with water. The
part that comes into contact with the skin is made of soft ﬂeece for optimal, long-lasting comfort.
The sole is made of EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate), a non-toxic synthetic material without any seams.
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FRIENDS

PAPILLIO STORIES

WOMEN

NATURE MEETS METALLIC

SPRING SUMMER 2018

PAPILLIO

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT
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Continuing with the metallic trend, this product group oﬀers an elegant, clean look. As the name
suggests, the leather boasts a high-quality metal eﬀect with material that is resistant to scratching.
The sandal comes in rose gold or silver, and the frosted metallic leather is combined with a nude
leather.
The upper of this product group is made of two types of leather. The first is a specially treated
leather with liquid metal poured on top rather than laminated, creating a silk matte surface. The
second features a vegetable-tanned leather look in a light color.

WOMEN

The upper of this product group is made of a smooth suede leather. The leather is thinner than usual,
with a particularly soft surface, and is lined with a contrasting layer of microfiber.

SPRING SUMMER 2018

For women who want to feel glamorous and refined, the Smooth Contrasts sandal oﬀers gorgeous
straps and buckles with lovely, calming color schemes. The three colorways have linings in slightly
contrasting colors which gives the sandals a little something extra and makes reference to the
sandal’s name. There’s rose with grey lining, taupe with rose lining and anthracite with beige lining.
And of course something this elegant needs to feel good too, which is why it’s made of suede leather
and microfiber lining.

PAPILLIO

SMOOTH CONTRASTS
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WOMEN

MONOCHROME MARBLE

SPRING SUMMER 2018

PAPILLIO

For women seeking a minimalist yet ultra-cool look, the update of this group is just the thing. The
white 26mm platform now comes with a marble eﬀect in silver-grey, while the unicolored uppers
are available as black, silver or white. The result is a fresh, inspirational look for younger buyers.
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Birko-Flor is our high-quality, non-leather material. It is a skin-friendly, tear-proof and easy-care
material with a smooth, leather-like finish. It can be cleaned with water, which gives it a realistic,
natural look. The part that comes into contact with the skin is made of felt for optimal, long-lasting
comfort.

WOMEN

Birko-Flor is our high-quality, non-leather material. It is a skin-friendly, tear-proof and easy-care
material with a smooth, leather-like finish. It can be cleaned with water, which gives it a realistic,
natural look. The part that comes into contact with the skin is made of soft ﬂeece for optimal,
long-lasting comfort.
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The super sleek look of this sandal is due to the digital print on the straps. A unique elevated look is
achieved by the use of photos of semi-precious stones that have been digitally merged together and
enlarged. This technique makes the colors stand out and results in a hyperrealistic, modern look.
The sandal comes in three colorways: black, lilac and rose, with a matching lining of either black or
champagne.

PAPILLIO

CRYSTAL SURFACE
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WOMEN

SPRING SUMMER 2018

PAPILLIO

PURE
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The Pure is exactly as its name suggests: simple, gorgeous, refined. This sandal, which is part of the
basic core program, oﬀers commercial silhouettes in beautiful, natural leathers that easily complete
any everyday look. The sandal is available in five colorways with three materials: black and cognac
(pull-up leather), anthracite and taupe (suede leather) and nude (smooth leather).
The upper of this product group is made of basic leather. The versions in pull-up leather have a
smooth, slightly shiny surface, while the versions in suede leather have a softer, almost cuddly,
velour-like surface. The smooth leather variation is made to look like vegetable-tanned leather.

WOMEN

The upper of this product group is a mixture of textile and leather. The front straps are made of
high-quality elastic fabric with printed textile attached. The back straps are made of pull-up leather
and have a slightly shiny finish. The leather is breathable and gentle on the skin.

SPRING SUMMER 2018

The multicolored ﬂoral print and playful frills on this sandal give it a summery look. The black
option has a ﬂoral print with a black base and black leather, while the brown option has a ﬂower print
with a beige base and cognac leather. The leather straps oﬀer more support, protection and grip,
and the partially lined silky stretch bands have an elastic feature that won’t wear out. The sandal
is fashionable, feminine and fun.

PAPILLIO

FLOWER FRILLS
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WOMEN

ORNAMENTS

SPRING SUMMER 2018

PAPILLIO

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT
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This elegant product group features metallic ﬂower ornaments embossed on a smooth upper made
of aniline leather. The design is slightly diﬀerent on each foot, which gives the sandal a mesmerizing
asymmetrical look. The white version comes with rose gold embossing and a light footbed, while the
black version is embossed with gold and has a black half-exquisite footbed. Both styles are super
sophisticated and oﬀer a distinguished touch to any outfit due to the filigree-like appearance.
The upper of this product group is made of a high-quality, aniline leather, which gives it a clean look
and character, and the top is coated with a gold foil. The leather is breathable and gentle on the skin.

WOMEN

The upper of this product group is a mixture of textile and leather. The front straps are made of
printed textile, and this material features raw edges that are stitched, resulting in a look with
fringes. The back straps are made of pull-up leather and have a slightly glossy finish. The leather
is breathable and gentle on the skin.
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This sandal is a real statement piece largely due to the mixture of colorful textile patterns on
the straps. The design is created by combining two diﬀerently woven materials, resulting in a
stunning end product. The addition of the simple pull-up leather strap helps ground the look
and lend it a sophisticated rather than wild appearance. The sandal comes in two colorways:
black features two diﬀerent textile patterns with black leather, while cognac features two diﬀerent
textile patterns with cognac leather.

PAPILLIO

TEXTURE MASH
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WOMEN

IRIDESCENT

SPRING SUMMER 2018

PAPILLIO

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT
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This sandal oﬀers a no-nonsense look for seriously cool women. The upper features a slightly
iridescent matte surface that stands out on its wearer. Its heel is incredibly feminine, featuring a
20mm wedge plus a 25mm platform, and it comes in two colors: black and white. This new look is
seriously unique and oﬀers a modern and inspiring take on the classic BIRKENSTOCK look.
Birko-Flor is our high-quality, non-leather material. It is a skin-friendly, tear-proof and easy-care
material with a smooth, leather-like finish. It can be cleaned with water, which gives it a realistic,
natural look. The part that comes into contact with the skin is made of felt for optimal, long-lasting
comfort.

WOMEN

CANDY PASTELS

Birko-Flor is our high-quality, non-leather material. It is a skin-friendly, tear-proof and easy-care
material with a smooth, leather-like finish. It can be cleaned with water, which gives it a realistic,
natural look. The part that comes into contact with the skin is made of felt for optimal, long-lasting
comfort.
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This shoe has a young, sportive look. The upper is made of semi-transparent synthetic material
in appealing candy colors of pink, yellow and blue, and lined with white felt. The diﬀerent models
feature playful elements such as white grosgrain ribbon, matching white outsoles and click buckles
or velcro closures. The pastel shades and youthful appearance are hip and appealing for a younger
demographic.

PAPILLIO

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT
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CLASSIC PRODUCTS

CAMBERRA
LEATHER
n1008547 s1008548 | 35-46 | PG 120
TEMARA | CAMBERRA OLD TABACCO | LEATHER

n1008730 s1008731 | 35-43 | PG 130
SERES | CAMBERRA OLD BLACK | LEATHER

n1008734 s1008735 | 39-46 | PG 210
ZADAR | CAMBERRA OLD TABACCO | LEATHER

n1008549 s1008700 | 35-46 | PG 120
TEMARA | CAMBERRA OLD BLACK | LEATHER

n1008736 s1008737 | 39-46 | PG 210
ZADAR | CAMBERRA OLD BLACK | LEATHER

n1008708 s1008709 | 35-43 | PG 130
SERES | CAMBERRA OLD TABACCO | LEATHER

n1009459 s1009610 | 35-43 | PG 120
SALINA | CAMBERRA OLD TABACCO | LEATHER
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CLASSIC

LEATHER SOLE
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n1009611 s1009612 | 35-43 | PG 120

n1008953 s1008954 | 39-46 | PG 320

SALINA | CAMBERRA OLD BLACK | LEATHER

ARIZONA | PREMIUM BLACK | LEATHER

n1008955 s1008956 | 39-46 | PG 320
ARIZONA | PREMIUM ANTHRACITE | LEATHER

DESERT SOIL
n1008951 s1008952 | 39-46 | PG 320

n1008957 s1008958 | 39-46 | PG 320

RAMSES | PREMIUM COGNAC | LEATHER

RAMSES | PREMIUM BLACK | LEATHER

n1008425 s1008426 | 39-46 | PG 100
GIZEH SFB | DESERT SOIL GREEN | BIRKO-FLOR

n1009960 s1009961 | 39-46 | PG 100
GIZEH SFB | DESERT SOIL ESPRESSO | BIRKO-FLOR

n1009962 s1009963 | 39-46 | PG 100
GIZEH SFB | DESERT SOIL BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008445 s1008446 | 39-46 | PG 100
ARIZONA SFB | DESERT SOIL GREEN | BIRKO-FLOR

n1005712 s1005713 | 39-46 | PG 100
ARIZONA SFB | DESERT SOIL ESPRESSO | BIRKO-FLOR

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT

ARIZONA SFB | DESERT SOIL BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008459 s1008460 | 35-43 | PG 110

n1008463 s1008464 | 35-43 | PG 130

MADRID | SPECTRAL COPPER | LEATHER

GIZEH SFB | SPECTRAL SILVER | LEATHER

n1008479 s1008480 | 35-43 | PG 130

n1008481 s1008482 | 35-43 | PG 130

ARIZONA SFB | SPECTRAL SILVER | LEATHER

ARIZONA SFB | SPECTRAL PLATIN | LEATHER

n1008453 s1008454 | 35-43 | PG 110

n1008455 s1008456 | 35-43 | PG 110

MADRID | SPECTRAL SILVER | LEATHER

MADRID | SPECTRAL PLATIN | LEATHER

n1008467 s1008468 | 35-43 | PG 130

n1008471 s1008472 | 35-43 | PG 130

GIZEH SFB | SPECTRAL PLATIN | LEATHER

n1008485 s1008486 | 35-43 | PG 130
ARIZONA SFB | SPECTRAL COPPER | LEATHER

GIZEH SFB | SPECTRAL COPPER | LEATHER
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n1005714 s1005715 | 39-46 | PG 100

CLASSIC

LEATHER
SPECTRAL
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MARKETING HIGHLIGHT

PATENT TWO TONE
n1008457 s1008458 | 35-43 | PG 70
MADRID | TWO TONE CREAM PINK | BIRKO-FLOR PATENT

n1008499 s1008500 | 35-43 | PG 70
MADRID | TWO TONE WATER CREAM | BIRKO-FLOR PATENT

n1008509 s1008510 | 35-43 | PG 100
YARA | TWO TONE LIGHT GRAY | BIRKO-FLOR PATENT

n1008111 s1008112 | 35-43 | PG 100
YARA | TWO TONE CREAM PINK | BIRKO-FLOR PATENT

n1008117 s1008118 | 35-43 | PG 90
SYDNEY | TWO TONE LIGHT GRAY | BIRKO-FLOR PATENT

n1008493 s1008494 | 35-43 | PG 70
MADRID | TWO TONE CREAM CORAL | BIRKO-FLOR PATENT

n1008543 s1008544 | 35-43 | PG 90
SYDNEY | TWO TONE CREAM CORAL | BIRKO-FLOR PATENT

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT
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CLASSIC

ALLOVER VELOUR
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n1008545 s1008546 | 35-43 | PG 90

n1008507 s1008508 | 35-43 | PG 160

SYDNEY | TWO TONE WATER CREAM | BIRKO-FLOR PATENT

n1008517 s1008518 | 35-43 | PG 160
VADUZ EXQ | ALLOVER KHAKI | SUEDE LEATHER

VADUZ EXQ | ALLOVER TAUPE | SUEDE LEATHER

n1008527 s1008528 | 35-43 | PG 160
SIENA EXQ | ALLOVER TAUPE | SUEDE LEATHER

n1008529 s1008530 | 35-43 | PG 160
SIENA EXQ | ALLOVER MINK | SUEDE LEATHER

n1008511 s1008512 | 35-43 | PG 160
VADUZ EXQ | ALLOVER MINK | SUEDE LEATHER

n1008533 s1008534 | 35-43 | PG 160
SIENA EXQ | ALLOVER KHAKI | SUEDE LEATHER

METALLIC STONES

n1008807 s1008808 | 35-43 | PG 90
MAYARI | METALLIC STONES SILVER | BIRKO-FLOR

n1005674 s1005675 | 35-43 | PG 90
GIZEH | METALLIC STONES COPPER | BIRKO-FLOR

n1006733 s1006734 | 35-43 | PG 90
MAYARI | METALLIC STONES COPPER | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008865 s1008866 | 35-43 | PG 90
GIZEH | METALLIC STONES BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR

n1006692 s1006693 | 35-43 | PG 70
MADRID | METALLIC STONES COPPER | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008809 s1008860 | 35-43 | PG 90
MAYARI | METALLIC STONES BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008869 s1008870 | 35-43 | PG 90
ARIZONA | METALLIC STONES SILVER | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008803 s1008804 | 35-43 | PG 70
MADRID | METALLIC STONES BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008863 s1008864 | 35-43 | PG 90
GIZEH | METALLIC STONES SILVER | BIRKO-FLOR

n1006684 s1006685 | 35-43 | PG 90
ARIZONA | METALLIC STONES COPPER | BIRKO-FLOR

WASHED METALLIC
LEATHER
n1008871 s1008872 | 35-43 | PG 90
ARIZONA | METALLIC STONES BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008693 s1008694 | 35-43 | PG 100
MADRID | WASHED METALLIC BLUE SILVER | LEATHER

n1008695 s1008696 | 35-43 | PG 100
MADRID | WASHED METALLIC CREAM GOLD | LEATHER

CLASSIC

MADRID | METALLIC STONES SILVER | BIRKO-FLOR
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n1008801 s1008802 | 35-43 | PG 70
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n1008697 s1008698 | 35-43 | PG 100
MADRID | WASHED METALLIC ROSE GOLD | LEATHER

n1008795 s1008796 | 35-43 | PG 120
ARIZONA | WASHED METALLIC BLUE SILVER | LEATHER

n1008699 s1008790 | 35-43 | PG 120
GIZEH | WASHED METALLIC BLUE SILVER | LEATHER

n1008797 s1008798 | 35-43 | PG 120
ARIZONA | WASHED METALLIC CREAM GOLD | LEATHER

n1008791 s1008792 | 35-43 | PG 120
GIZEH | WASHED METALLIC CREAM GOLD | LEATHER

n1008793 s1008794 | 35-43 | PG 120
GIZEH | WASHED METALLIC ROSE GOLD | LEATHER

n1008799 s1008800 | 35-43 | PG 120
ARIZONA | WASHED METALLIC ROSE GOLD | LEATHER

ANIMAL
FASCINATION
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CLASSIC

n1008635 s1008636 | 35-43 | PG 70

100

MADRID | ANIMAL FASCINATION OFFWHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008661 s1008662 | 35-43 | PG 90
GIZEH | ANIMAL FASCINATION OFFWHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008663 s1008664 | 35-43 | PG 90
GIZEH | ANIMAL FASCINATION GRAY | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008637 s1008638 | 35-43 | PG 70
MADRID | ANIMAL FASCINATION GRAY | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008667 s1008668 | 35-43 | PG 90
ARIZONA | ANIMAL FASCINATION OFFWHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008639 s1008660 | 35-43 | PG 70
MADRID | ANIMAL FASCINATION PURPLE | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008669 s1008690 | 35-43 | PG 90
ARIZONA | ANIMAL FASCINATION GRAY | BIRKO-FLOR

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT

CRAFTED RIVETS I
n1008691 s1008692 | 35-43 | PG 90

n1009952 s1009953 | 35-43 | PG 260

ARIZONA | ANIMAL FASCINATION PURPLE | BIRKO-FLOR

n1009958 s1009959 | 35-43 | PG 210
MADRID | CRAFTED RIVETS DOLL | NUBUCK LEATHER

ARIZONA | CRAFTED RIVETS DOLL | NUBUCK LEATHER

n1009970 s1009971 | 35-43 | PG 210
MADRID | CRAFTED RIVETS AVARIO | NUBUCK LEATHER

n1009974 s1009975 | 35-43 | PG 260
GIZEH | CRAFTED RIVETS DOLL | NUBUCK LEATHER

n1009954 s1009955 | 35-43 | PG 260
ARIZONA | CRAFTED RIVETS AVARIO | NUBUCK LEATHER

n1009976 s1009977 | 35-43 | PG 260
GIZEH | CRAFTED RIVETS AVARIO | NUBUCK LEATHER

BOSTON | CRAFTED RIVETS DOLL | NUBUCK LEATHER

n1009656 s1009657 | 35-46 | PG 180
ARIZONA | CRAFTED RIVETS AVARIO | NUBUCK LEATHER

n1009966 s1009967 | 35-43 | PG 290

n1009654 s1009655 | 35-43 | PG 180

BOSTON | CRAFTED RIVETS AVARIO | NUBUCK LEATHER

n1009658 s1009659 | 35-46 | PG 180
ARIZONA | CRAFTED RIVETS TABACCO | OILED LEATHER

ARIZONA | CRAFTED RIVETS DOLL | NUBUCK LEATHER

n1009670 s1009671 | 35-43 | PG 160
MADRID | CRAFTED RIVETS DOLL | NUBUCK LEATHER

n1009672 s1009673 | 35-46 | PG 160
MADRID | CRAFTED RIVETS AVARIO | NUBUCK LEATHER
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n1009964 s1009965 | 35-43 | PG 290

CLASSIC

CRAFTED RIVETS II
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n1009674 s1009675 | 35-46 | PG 160
MADRID | CRAFTED RIVETS TABACCO | OILED LEATHER

n1009750 s1009751 | 35-43 | PG 210
BOSTON | CRAFTED RIVETS DOLL | NUBUCK LEATHER

n1009756 s1009757 | 35-43 | PG 180
GIZEH | CRAFTED RIVETS DOLL | NUBUCK LEATHER

n1009752 s1009753 | 35-46 | PG 210
BOSTON | CRAFTED RIVETS AVARIO | NUBUCK LEATHER

n1009758 s1009759 | 35-43 | PG 180
GIZEH | CRAFTED RIVETS AVARIO | NUBUCK LEATHER

n1009760 s1009761 | 35-43 | PG 180
GIZEH | CRAFTED RIVETS TABACCO | OILED LEATHER

n1009754 s1009755 | 35-46 | PG 210
BOSTON | CRAFTED RIVETS TABACCO | OILED LEATHER

LEATHER STEER
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CLASSIC

n1008907 s1008908 | 35-46 | PG 120

102

ZÜRICH SFB | STEER INDIGO | NUBUCK LEATHER

n1008923 s1008924 | 35-43 | PG 120
ARIZONA SFB | STEER CURRY | NUBUCK LEATHER

n1008925 s1008926 | 35-46 | PG 120
ARIZONA SFB | STEER INDIGO | NUBUCK LEATHER

n1008909 s1008920 | 35-46 | PG 120
ZÜRICH SFB | STEER TAUPE | NUBUCK LEATHER

n1008927 s1008928 | 35-46 | PG 120
ARIZONA SFB | STEER TAUPE | NUBUCK LEATHER

n1009940 s1009941 | 35-46 | PG 120
ZÜRICH SFB | STEER KHAKI | NUBUCK LEATHER

n1009942 s1009943 | 35-46 | PG 120
ARIZONA SFB | STEER KHAKI | NUBUCK LEATHER

SWAROSVSKI
n1009001 s1009002 | 35-43 | PG 320
ARIZONA DIAMOND EXQ | METALLIC ANTHRACITE DIAMOND
| LEATHER

n1009003 s1009004 | 35-43 | PG 320
ARIZONA DIAMOND EXQ | METALLIC SILVER DIAMOND
| LEATHER

n1009007 s1009008 | 35-43 | PG 320
KADUNA DIAMOND EXQ | METALLIC SILVER DIAMOND
| LEATHER

SILKROAD

n1009032 s1009033 | 35-43 | PG 130
MADRID BIG BUCKLE | CERAMIC PATTERN BLUE |
LEATHER

MADRID BIG BUCKLE | COGNAC | OILED LEATHER

n1009034 s1009035 | 35-43 | PG 130
MADRID BIG BUCKLE | CERAMIC PATTERN ROSE |
LEATHER

n1009036 s1009037 | 35-43 | PG 150
MIRAMAR BIG BUCKLE | CERAMIC PATTERN BLUE |
LEATHER

n1006522 s1006523 | 35-43 | PG 120
MADRID BIG BUCKLE | BLACK | OILED LEATHER

n1009038 s1009039 | 35-43 | PG 150
MIRAMAR BIG BUCKLE | CERAMIC PATTERN ROSE |
LEATHER

ANCIENT MOSAIC
n1009934 s1009935 | 35-43 | PG 180
ARIZONA BIG BUCKLE | CERAMIC PATTERN BLUE |
LEATHER

n1009936 s1009937 | 35-43 | PG 180
ARIZONA BIG BUCKLE | CERAMIC PATTERN ROSE |
LEATHER

n1009800 s1009801 | 35-43 | PG 90
ARIZONA | ANCIENT MOSAIC BLUE | BIRKO-FLOR

CLASSIC

n1006524 s1006525 | 35-43 | PG 120

KADUNA DIAMOND EXQ | BLACK DIAMOND | OILED LEATHER
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n1009009 s1009020 | 35-43 | PG 320
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n1009802 s1009803 | 35-43 | PG 90
ARIZONA | ANCIENT MOSAIC TAUPE | BIRKO-FLOR

n1009804 s1009805 | 35-43 | PG 90
GIZEH | ANCIENT MOSAIC BLUE | BIRKO-FLOR

n1009806 s1009807 | 35-43 | PG 90
GIZEH | ANCIENT MOSAIC TAUPE | BIRKO-FLOR

n1009808 s1009809 | 35-43 | PG 90
FLORIDA | ANCIENT MOSAIC BLUE | BIRKO-FLOR

GRACEFUL
n1009810 s1009811 | 35-43 | PG 90

n1008836 s1008837 | 35-43 | PG 90
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FLORIDA | ANCIENT MOSAIC TAUPE | BIRKO-FLOR
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n1008840 s1008841 | 35-43 | PG 90
MAYARI | GRACEFUL HIBISCUS | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008848 s1008849 | 35-43 | PG 100
YARA | GRACEFUL HIBISCUS | BIRKO-FLOR

MAYARI | GRACEFUL AMBER YELLOW | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008842 s1008843 | 35-43 | PG 90
MAYARI | GRACEFUL OCEAN | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008850 s1008851 | 35-43 | PG 100
YARA | GRACEFUL OCEAN | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008844 s1008845 | 35-43 | PG 100
YARA | GRACEFUL AMBER YELLOW | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008852 s1008853 | 35-43 | PG 90
FLORIDA | GRACEFUL AMBER YELLOW | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008838 s1008839 | 35-43 | PG 90
MAYARI | GRACEFUL MAGENTA HAZE | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008846 s1008847 | 35-43 | PG 100
YARA | GRACEFUL MAGENTA HAZE | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008854 s1008855 | 35-43 | PG 90
FLORIDA | GRACEFUL MAGENTA HAZE | BIRKO-FLOR

GRACEFUL
FRINGES
n1008856 s1008857 | 35-43 | PG 90
FLORIDA | GRACEFUL HIBISCUS | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008858 s1008859 | 35-43 | PG 90

n745421 s745423 | 35-43 | PG 140

FLORIDA | GRACEFUL OCEAN | BIRKO-FLOR

GIZEH FRINGE | GRACEFUL LICORICE |
BIRKO-FLOR GRACEFUL

MAGIC SNAKE

n1009103 s1009104 | 35-43 | PG 100
MAYARI | MAGIC SNAKE BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR

n1009115 s1009116 | 35-43 | PG 100
GIZEH | MAGIC SNAKE WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

MADRID | MAGIC SNAKE SILVER | BIRKO-FLOR

n1009109 s1009110 | 35-43 | PG 100
MAYARI | MAGIC SNAKE SILVER | BIRKO-FLOR

n1009121 s1009122 | 35-43 | PG 100
GIZEH | MAGIC SNAKE ROSE | BIRKO-FLOR

n1009111 s1009112 | 35-43 | PG 100
MAYARI | MAGIC SNAKE ROSE | BIRKO-FLOR

n1009124 s1009125 | 35-43 | PG 100
ARIZONA | MAGIC SNAKE BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR

n1009101 s1009102 | 35-43 | PG 70
MADRID | MAGIC SNAKE ROSE | BIRKO-FLOR

n1009113 s1009114 | 35-43 | PG 100
GIZEH | MAGIC SNAKE BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR

n1009126 s1009127 | 35-43 | PG 100
ARIZONA | MAGIC SNAKE WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

CLASSIC

n1008919 s1009100 | 35-43 | PG 70

GIZEH FRINGE | GRACEFUL TOFFEE |
BIRKO-FLOR GRACEFUL

SPRING SUMMER 2018

n745431 s745433 | 35-43 | PG 140
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RUBBERIZED
n1009134 s1009135 | 35-43 | PG 110

n1009137 s1009138 | 35-43 | PG 110

KUMBA | MAGIC SNAKE BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR

n1009745 s1009746 | 39-46 | PG 180

KUMBA | MAGIC SNAKE WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

n1009741 s1009742 | 39-46 | PG 180

ARIZONA | RUBBERIZED GREEN | MICROFIBER

n1009743 s1009744 | 39-46 | PG 180

ARIZONA | RUBBERIZED BLUE | MICROFIBER

n1009950 s1009951 | 39-46 | PG 180

ARIZONA | RUBBERIZED ORANGE | MICROFIBER

n1006572 s1006573 | 39-46 | PG 180

ARIZONA | RUBBERIZED BLACK | MICROFIBER

CORE
ESSENTIAL

AMSTERDAM RUBBERIZED | BLACK | MICROFIBER

CORE
ESSENTIAL

CORE

CORE
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CLASSIC

n051731 s051733 | 35-48 | PG 80
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n051751 s051753 | 35-48 | PG 80

ARIZONA | WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

CORE
ESSENTIAL

n051791 s051793 | 35-50 | PG 80
ARIZONA | BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR

CORE
ESSENTIAL

n151211 s151213 | 35-48 | PG 90
ARIZONA | STONE | BIRKO-FLOR NUBUCK

n051701 s051703 | 35-50 | PG 80

ARIZONA | BLUE | BIRKO-FLOR

ARIZONA | DARK BROWN | BIRKO-FLOR

CORE
ESSENTIAL

n151181 s151183 | 35-48 | PG 90
ARIZONA | MOCCA | BIRKO-FLOR NUBUCK

CORE

n1009920 s1009921 | 35-43 | PG 90
ARIZONA | GRACEFUL PEARL WHITE |
BIRKO-FLOR GRACEFUL

n1009918 s1009919 | 35-43 | PG 90

ARIZONA | GRACEFUL SILVER | BIRKO-FLOR GRACEFUL

n1005282 s1005283 | 35-43 | PG 90

n1003462 s1003463 | 35-43 | PG 90

n057621 s057623 | 35-43 | PG 90
ARIZONA | SHINY SNAKE CREAM | BIRKO-FLOR

CORE

CORE

n051151 s051153 | 35-50 | PG 100

ARIZONA | WHITE | SMOOTH LEATHER

CORE

CORE

ARIZONA | PATENT BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR PATENT

CORE

n051131 s051133 | 35-50 | PG 100

ARIZONA | SHINY SNAKE BLACK MULTI | BIRKO-FLOR

ARIZONA | PATENT WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR PATENT

CORE

n1005291 s1005292 | 35-46 | PG 90

ARIZONA | PATENT DRESS BLUE | BIRKO-FLOR PATENT

CORE

n1005293 s1005294 | 35-46 | PG 90

ARIZONA | GRACEFUL LICORICE | BIRKO-FLOR GRACEFUL

CORE

n1005295 s1005296 | 35-43 | PG 90

ARIZONA | PATENT TANGO RED | BIRKO-FLOR PATENT

CORE

n1009924 s1009925 | 35-43 | PG 90

ARIZONA | GRACEFUL TOFFEE | BIRKO-FLOR GRACEFUL

CORE

CORE

n051101 s051103 | 35-50 | PG 100

ARIZONA | BLUE | SMOOTH LEATHER

ARIZONA | DARK BROWN | SMOOTH LEATHER

CORE
ESSENTIAL

CORE

*

CORE

CORE

n051191 s051193 | 35-50 | PG 100
ARIZONA | BLACK | SMOOTH LEATHER

n352201 s352203 | 35-46 | PG 110
ARIZONA | TABACCO BROWN | OILED LEATHER

CLASSIC

n1009602 s1009603 | 35-43 | PG 90

CORE

n052531 s052533 | 35-50 | PG 110

n552111 s552113 | 35-48 | PG 110

ARIZONA | HABANA | OILED LEATHER

ARIZONA | BLACK | OILED LEATHER

SPRING SUMMER 2018

CORE
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CORE

CORE

n060131 s060133 | 35-50 | PG 130

n060151 s060153 | 35-48 | PG 130

BOSTON | WHITE | SMOOTH LEATHER

BOSTON | BLUE | SMOOTH LEATHER

n960811 s960813 | 35-46 | PG 140
BOSTON | TABACCO BROWN | OILED LEATHER

n060101 s060103 | 35-50 | PG 130

n059461 s059463 | 35-48 | PG 140

BOSTON | HABANA | OILED LEATHER

BOSTON | BLACK | OILED LEATHER

CORE
ESSENTIAL

*

CLASSIC

n043731 | 35-46 s043733 | 35-41 | PG 80

FLORIDA | GRACEFUL SILVER | BIRKO-FLOR GRACEFUL

SPRING SUMMER 2018
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FLORIDA | SILVER | BIRKO-FLOR

*

CORE
ESSENTIAL

CORE

n043691 | 35-46 s043693 | 35-41 | PG 80

GIZEH | BLUE | BIRKO-FLOR

GIZEH | BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR

CORE
ESSENTIAL

CORE

*

CORE
ESSENTIAL

CORE

n847431 s847433 | 35-43 | PG 90
GIZEH | SHINY SNAKE CREAM | BIRKO-FLOR

n1003464 s1003465 | 35-43 | PG 90
GIZEH | SHINY SNAKE BLACK MULTI | BIRKO-FLOR

n043851 s043853 | 35-43 | PG 80
GIZEH | SILVER | BIRKO-FLOR

*

CORE

n143621 | 35-46 s143623 | 35-41 | PG 80

GIZEH | WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

CORE

CORE

n954381 s954383 | 35-43 | PG 80

CORE
ESSENTIAL

CORE

n1009600 s1009601 | 35-43 | PG 80

BOSTON | BLACK | SMOOTH LEATHER

CORE

n860131 s860133 | 35-50 | PG 140

CORE

n060191 s060193 | 35-50 | PG 130

BOSTON | DARK BROWN | SMOOTH LEATHER

CORE
ESSENTIAL

CORE

CORE
ESSENTIAL

CORE

*

CORE

n943871 | 35-43 s943873 | 35-41 | PG 90
GIZEH | GRACEFUL PEARL WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR GRACEFUL
* ONLY REGULAR WIDTH

*

CORE
ESSENTIAL

n1009604 | 35-43 s1009605 | 35-41 | PG 80

n845221 | 35-43 s845223 | 35-41 | PG 90

GIZEH | GRACEFUL SILVER | BIRKO-FLOR GRACEFUL

*

CORE
ESSENTIAL

GIZEH | TABACCO BROWN | OILED LEATHER
* ONLY REGULAR WIDTH

*

CORE
ESSENTIAL

GIZEH | HABANA | OILED LEATHER

GIZEH | PATENT DRESS BLUE | BIRKO-FLOR PATENT

*

CORE

CORE

n948071 | 35-43 | PG 210

GIZEH | MOCCA | BIRKO-FLOR NUBUCK

CORE

n743831 | 35-46 s743833 | 35-41 | PG 110

n1005301 s1005302 | 35-43 | PG 90

n043751 | 35-46 s043753 | 35-41 | PG 90

GIZEH | STONE | BIRKO-FLOR NUBUCK

CORE

CORE

GIZEH | PATENT TANGO RED | BIRKO-FLOR PATENT

CORE

n043391 | 35-46 s043393 | 35-41 | PG 90

GIZEH | PATENT BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR PATENT

GIZEH | PATENT WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR PATENT

n1005297 s1005298 | 35-43 | PG 90

GIZEH | PATENT TANGO RED | BIRKO-FLOR PATENT

CORE

n543761 | 35-43 s543763 | 35-41 | PG 90

CORE

n743191 s743193 | 35-43 | PG 90

GIZEH | PATENT WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR PATENT

n043661 | 35-43 s043663 | 35-41 | PG 90

CORE

GIZEH | GRACEFUL LICORICE | BIRKO-FLOR GRACEFUL

CORE

n1005299 s1005300 | 35-43 | PG 90

CORE
ESSENTIAL

CORE

n541951 s541953 | 35-43 | PG 90

GIZEH | GRACEFUL TOFFEE | BIRKO-FLOR GRACEFUL

CORE

n943811 | 35-46 s943813 | 35-41 | PG 110

*

CORE

GIZEH | BLACK EXQUISIT | SMOOTH LEATHER

CORE
ESSENTIAL

CORE

n147111 | 35-46 s147113 | 35-41 | PG 120
KAIRO | BLACK | OILED LEATHER

n040731 s040733 | 35-46 | PG 60
MADRID | WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

CLASSIC

CORE

SPRING SUMMER 2018

CORE
ESSENTIAL
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CORE
ESSENTIAL

CORE
ESSENTIAL

CORE
ESSENTIAL

CORE
CORE
ESSENTIAL

n040791 s040793 | 35-46 | PG 60

n040121 s040123 | 35-46 | PG 70

MADRID | BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR

n040091 s040093 | 35-46 | PG 70

MADRID | NAVY | BIRKO-FLOR NUBUCK

CORE

n940151 s940153 | 35-43 | PG 70

CORE

CLASSIC

n240861 s240863 | 35-43 | PG 70

SPRING SUMMER 2018

n239511 s239513 | 35-43 | PG 70

n340111 s340113 | 35-43 | PG 70

MADRID | PATENT WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR PATENT

CORE

n1005311 s1005312 | 35-43 | PG 70
MADRID | PATENT DRESS BLUE | BIRKO-FLOR PATENT

n040301 s040303 | 35-43 | PG 70
MADRID | PATENT BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR PATENT

CORE

n1005307 s1005308 | 35-43 | PG 70

MADRID | PATENT TANGO RED | BIRKO-FLOR PATENT

CORE
ESSENTIAL

MADRID | GRACEFUL LICORICE | BIRKO-FLOR GRACEFUL

CORE

n1005309 s1005310 | 35-43 | PG 70

MADRID | PATENT WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR PATENT

CORE

s239673 | 35-43 | PG 70

MADRID | GRACEFUL TOFFEE | BIRKO-FLOR GRACEFUL

CORE

CORE

110

CORE

MADRID | GRACEFUL SILVER | BIRKO-FLOR GRACEFUL

CORE

MADRID | SILVER | BIRKO-FLOR

**

n1009606 s1009607 | 35-43 | PG 60

MADRID | GRACEFUL PEARL WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR GRACEFUL

n040411 s040413 | 35-43 | PG 60

MADRID | MOCCA | BIRKO-FLOR NUBUCK

CORE
ESSENTIAL

**

MADRID | PATENT TANGO RED | BIRKO-FLOR PATENT

CORE
ESSENTIAL

CORE

**

*

CORE

n071051 s071053 | 35-46 | PG 80
MAYARI | WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

n071791 s071793 | 35-46 | PG 80
MAYARI | BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR
* ONLY REGULAR WIDTH | **ONLY NARROW WIDTH

CORE
ESSENTIAL

CORE

*

CORE
ESSENTIAL

CORE

n071071 | 35-43 | PG 90

n071061 s071063 | 35-46 | PG 90

MAYARI | STONE | BIRKO-FLOR NUBUCK

n071081 s071083 | 35-43 | PG 80

MAYARI | MOCCA | BIRKO-FLOR NUBUCK

CORE
ESSENTIAL

*

*

CORE

CORE

n071661 | 35-43 | PG 90

MAYARI | SILVER | BIRKO-FLOR

CORE

MAYARI | GRACEFUL PEARL WHITE |
BIRKO-FLOR GRACEFUL
CORE

CORE

CORE

CORE

n071091 s071093 | 35-43 | PG 90

MILANO | BLUE | BIRKO-FLOR
* ONLY REGULAR WIDTH

MILANO | DARK BROWN | BIRKO-FLOR

CORE

n034731 s034733 | 35-46 | PG 90

MAYARI | HABANA | OILED LEATHER

MILANO | WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

CORE
ESSENTIAL

CORE

n034701 s034703 | 35-46 | PG 90

MAYARI | PATENT WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR PATENT

CORE

n171321 s171323 | 35-43 | PG 110

MAYARI | BLACK | OILED LEATHER

CORE

n1005280 s1005281 | 35-43 | PG 90

MAYARI | GRACEFUL LICORICE | BIRKO-FLOR GRACEFUL

CORE

n1009922 s1009923 | 35-43 | PG 110

MAYARI | PATENT BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR PATENT

n034751 s034753 | 35-48 | PG 90

n171391 | 35-43 | PG 90

MAYARI | GRACEFUL TOFFEE | BIRKO-FLOR GRACEFUL

n034791 s034793 | 35-46 | PG 90
MILANO | BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR

CLASSIC

n071941 | 35-43 | PG 90

MAYARI | GRACEFUL SILVER | BIRKO-FLOR GRACEFUL

CORE

n634501 s634503 | 35-48 | PG 100
MILANO | MOCCA | BIRKO-FLOR NUBUCK
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n1009608 s1009609 | 35-43 | PG 80
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CORE

n034101 s034103 | 35-50 | PG 110

CORE

n034191 s034193 | 35-48 | PG 110

MILANO | DARK BROWN | SMOOTH LEATHER

n948181 s948183 | 35-46 | PG 210

MILANO | BLACK | SMOOTH LEATHER

CORE

CORE

n948081 s948083 | 35-46 | PG 210

MONTEREY | WHITE EXQUISIT | SMOOTH LEATHER

CORE

CORE

MONTEREY | BLACK EXQUISIT | SMOOTH LEATHER

CORE
ESSENTIAL

CORE

CORE

n075031 s075033 | 35-43 | PG 90

n044731 | 35-50 s044733 | 35-46 | PG 80

PISA | BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR
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CLASSIC

CORE

112

n044701 | 35-50 s044703 | 35-46 | PG 80

RAMSES | WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

n044051 | 35-50 s044053 | 35-46 | PG 90

CORE

n031731 s031733 | 35-43 | PG 90

RAMSES | STONE | BIRKO-FLOR NUBUCK

CORE

n051061 s051063 | 35-48 | PG 90

ARIZONA SFB | BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR

ARIZONA SFB | BLUE | BIRKO-FLOR

CORE

n1005163 s1005164 | 35-43 | PG 100

RIO | BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR

CORE

n551251 s551253 | 35-48 | PG 90

RAMSES | BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR

n031791 s031793 | 35-43 | PG 90

RIO | WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

CORE
ESSENTIAL

n044791 | 35-50 s044793 | 35-46 | PG 80

RAMSES | DARK BROWN | BIRKO-FLOR

YARA | PATENT BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR PATENT

CORE

n551031 s551033 | 35-48 | PG 120
ARIZONA SFB | BROWN | SMOOTH LEATHER

CORE

n1005960 s1005961 | 35-43 | PG 120
ARIZONA SFB | METALLIC SILVER | LEATHER

*

n1000292 s1000295 | 35-43 | PG 120

ARIZONA SFB | METALLIC COPPER | LEATHER

n752481 s752483 | 35-46 | PG 120

CORE

CORE

n260221 s260223 | 35-48 | PG 150

CORE

GIZEH SFB | METALLIC SILVER | LEATHER

ARIZONA SFB | MOCCA | SUEDE LEATHER

CORE

CORE

n1009542 s1009543 | 35-46 | PG 140

BOSTON SFB | TAUPE | SUEDE LEATHER

CORE

n1003674 | 35-43 | PG 120

CORE

n951311 s951313 | 35-46 | PG 110

n560771 s560773 | 35-46 | PG 140

BOSTON SFB | BLACK | SMOOTH LEATHER

CORE

BOSTON SFB | MOCCA | SUEDE LEATHER

CORE

ARIZONA SFB | MINK | SUEDE LEATHER

n060411 s060413 | 35-48 | PG 140

BOSTON SFB | BROWN | SMOOTH LEATHER

ARIZONA SFB | HABANA | OILED LEATHER

n1009526 s1009527 | 35-46 | PG 110

ARIZONA SFB | TAUPE | SUEDE LEATHER

CORE

n452761 s452763 | 35-46 | PG 120

ARIZONA SFB | TABACCO BROWN | OILED LEATHER

n951301 s951303 | 35-46 | PG 110

ARIZONA SFB | BLACK | OILED LEATHER

n660461 s660463 | 35-46 | PG 140

n552811 s552813 | 35-46 | PG 120

ARIZONA SFB | METALLIC ANTHRACITE | LEATHER

CORE

CORE

BOSTON SFB | MINK | SUEDE LEATHER

CORE

n1005048 | 35-43 | PG 120
GIZEH SFB | METALLIC COPPER | LEATHER

CLASSIC

n952091 s952093 | 35-43 | PG 120

CORE

CORE

n1003676 | 35-43 | PG 120
GIZEH SFB | METALLIC ANTHRACITE | LEATHER

SPRING SUMMER 2018

CORE
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CORE

CORE

CORE

CORE

n1009532 s1009533 | 35-46 | PG 120

n1009534 s1009535 | 35-46 | PG 120

n1009530 s1009531 | 35-46 | PG 120

n054061 s054063 | 35-43 | PG 90

ZÜRICH SFB | TAUPE | SUEDE LEATHER

ZÜRICH SFB | MINK | SUEDE LEATHER

ZÜRICH SFB | MOCCA | SUEDE LEATHER

FLORIDA SFB | WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

CORE

n554711 s554713 | 35-43 | PG 90

CORE

n053011 s053013 | 35-43 | PG 90

FLORIDA SFB | BLUE | BIRKO-FLOR

n053881 | 35-43 | PG 100

FLORIDA SFB | BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR

CORE

CORE

n559121 s559123 | 35-46 | PG 60

FLORIDA SFB | MOCCA | BIRKO-FLOR NUBUCK

CORE

CORE

AMSTERDAM | ANTHRACITE | FELT

CORE

CORE

SPRING SUMMER 2018

CLASSIC

VEGAN

114

n559111 s559113 | 35-46 | PG 60

n160581 s160583 | 35-46 | PG 100

AMSTERDAM | LIGHT GREY | FELT

n160371 s160373 | 35-46 | PG 100

BOSTON | COCOA | WOOL FELT

n1009366 s1009367 | 35-46 | PG 90

BOSTON | ANTHRACITE | WOOL FELT

ARIZONA | PULL UP ANTHRACITE VEG | BIRKO-FLOR

CORE

CORE

CORE

CORE

VEGAN

VEGAN

VEGAN

VEGAN

n1009500 s1009501 | 35-43 | PG 90
ARIZONA | PULL UP BORDEAUX VEG | BIRKO-FLOR

n1009982 s1009983 | 35-46 | PG 90
ARIZONA | PULL UP OLIVE VEG | BIRKO-FLOR

n1009980 s1009981 | 35-46 | PG 90
ARIZONA | PULL UP STONE VEG | BIRKO-FLOR

n1009986 s1009987 | 35-46 | PG 70
MADRID | PULL UP ANTHRACITE VEG | BIRKO-FLOR

CORE

CORE

CORE

CORE

VEGAN

VEGAN

VEGAN

VEGAN

n1009984 s1009985 | 35-46 | PG 70

n1009988 s1009989 | 35-46 | PG 70

MADRID | PULL UP OLIVE VEG | BIRKO-FLOR

n1009512 s1009513 | 35-46 | PG 90

MADRID | PULL UP STONE VEG | BIRKO-FLOR

n1009516 s1009517 | 35-43 | PG 90

MAYARI | PULL UP ANTHRACITE VEG | BIRKO-FLOR

CORE

MAYARI | PULL UP BORDEAUX VEG | BIRKO-FLOR

VEGAN

VEGAN

VEGAN

EVA STUDDED
n1009990 s1009991 | 35-46 | PG 90

n1006838 | 41-46 s1006839 | 36-41 | PG 30

MAYARI | PULL UP STONE VEG | BIRKO-FLOR

n1007068 | 35-43 | PG 30

ARIZONA EVA | STUDDED ANTHRACITE | EVA

VEGAN

GIZEH EVA | STUDDED ANTHRACITE | EVA

CORE
ESSENTIAL

VEGAN

VEGAN

EVA CORE

n129431 | 41-46 s129433 | 36-41 | PG 20
ARIZONA EVA | NAVY | EVA

n129421 | 41-46 s129423 | 36-41 | PG 20

GIZEH EVA | STUDDED SILVER | EVA

CLASSIC

n1007069 | 35-43 | PG 30

ARIZONA EVA | STUDDED SILVER | EVA

ARIZONA EVA | BLACK | EVA

CORE
ESSENTIAL

CORE

CORE

CORE

VEGAN

VEGAN

VEGAN

VEGAN

n129491 | 41-46 s129493 | 36-41 | PG 20
ARIZONA EVA | KHAKI | EVA

s129453 | 36-41 | PG 20
ARIZONA EVA | RED | EVA

s129533 | 36-41 | PG 20
ARIZONA EVA | NEON PINK | EVA
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n1006840 | 41-46 s1006841 | 36-41 | PG 30
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CORE
ESSENTIAL

CORE

CORE

CORE

VEGAN

VEGAN

VEGAN

VEGAN

n129441 | 41-46 s129443 | 36-41 | PG 20

n1001497 | 41-46 s1001498 | 36-41 | PG 20

ARIZONA EVA | WHITE | EVA

CLASSIC
SPRING SUMMER 2018
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ARIZONA EVA | METALLIC SILVER | EVA

CORE

CORE

CORE

CORE

VEGAN

VEGAN

VEGAN

n1003508 | 41-46 s1003509 | 36-41 | PG 20

ARIZONA EVA | SCUBA BLUE | EVA

n1003510 | 41-46 s1003511 | 36-41 | PG 20

ARIZONA EVA | SCUBA CORAL | EVA

n1002314 | 41-46 s127103 | 36-41 | PG 40

ARIZONA EVA | SCUBA YELLOW | EVA

BOSTON EVA | BLACK | EVA

CORE

CORE

CORE

CORE

VEGAN

VEGAN

VEGAN

VEGAN

n1002316 | 41-46 s127113 | 36-41 | PG 40

s127123 | 36-41 | PG 40

BOSTON EVA | NAVY | EVA

BOSTON EVA | METALLIC COPPER | EVA

n1003490 | 41-46 s1003491 | 36-41 | PG 20

ARIZONA EVA | METALLIC COPPER | EVA

VEGAN

n1003504 | 41-46 s1003505 | 36-41 | PG 20

n1002765 | 41-46 s1002766 | 36-41 | PG 40

n1001499 | 41-46 s1001500 | 36-41 | PG 20

ARIZONA EVA | METALLIC ANTHRACITE | EVA

n1002315 | 41-46 s127133 | 36-41 | PG 40

BOSTON EVA | RED | EVA

n1002763 | 41-46 s1002764 | 36-41 | PG 40

BOSTON EVA | WHITE | EVA

BOSTON EVA | METALLIC ANTHRACITE | EVA

CORE

CORE
ESSENTIAL

CORE
ESSENTIAL

CORE

VEGAN

VEGAN

VEGAN

VEGAN

n128201 | 35-46 | PG 20
GIZEH EVA | BLACK | EVA

n128211 | 35-46 | PG 20
GIZEH EVA | NAVY | EVA

n128271 | 35-46 | PG 20
GIZEH EVA | KHAKI | EVA

CORE

CORE

CORE
ESSENTIAL

CORE

VEGAN

VEGAN

VEGAN

VEGAN

n128231 | 35-41 | PG 20

n128341 | 35-41 | PG 20

GIZEH EVA | RED | EVA

n128221 | 35-46 | PG 20

GIZEH EVA | NEON PINK | EVA

n1001505 | 35-46 | PG 20

GIZEH EVA | WHITE | EVA

GIZEH EVA | METALLIC ANTHRACITE | EVA

CORE

CORE

CORE

CORE

VEGAN

VEGAN

VEGAN

VEGAN

n1001506 | 35-46 | PG 20

n1003496 | 35-41 | PG 20

GIZEH EVA | METALLIC COPPER | EVA

n1003519 | 35-46 | PG 20

GIZEH EVA | METALLIC SILVER | EVA

CORE
VEGAN

n1003523 | 35-41 | PG 20

GIZEH EVA | SCUBA BLUE | EVA

GIZEH EVA | SCUBA CORAL | EVA

CORE
ESSENTIAL

CORE
ESSENTIAL

VEGAN

CORE

*

CORE
VEGAN

VEGAN

n128171 | 41-46 s128173 | 36-41 | PG 10

MADRID EVA | BLACK | EVA

n128251 | 41-46 s128253 | 36-41 | PG 10

MADRID EVA | NAVY | EVA

MADRID EVA | KHAKI | EVA

CORE

CORE

CORE
ESSENTIAL

VEGAN

VEGAN

CORE

*

CORE
VEGAN

VEGAN

s128193 | 36-41 | PG 10
MADRID EVA | RED | EVA
*ONLY NARROW WIDTH

s128303 | 36-41 | PG 10
MADRID EVA | NEON PINK | EVA

n128181 | 41-46 s128183 | 36-41 | PG 10
MADRID EVA | WHITE | EVA

CLASSIC

n128161 | 41-46 s128163 | 36-41 | PG 10

GIZEH EVA | SCUBA YELLOW | EVA

n1001501 | 41-46 s1001502 | 36-41 | PG 10
MADRID EVA | METALLIC ANTHRACITE | EVA
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n1003525 | 35-46 | PG 20
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CORE

CORE

CORE

CORE

VEGAN

VEGAN

VEGAN

VEGAN

n1001503 | 41-46 s1001504 | 36-41 | PG 10

s1003493 | 36-41 | PG 10

MADRID EVA | METALLIC COPPER | EVA

MADRID EVA | METALLIC SILVER | EVA

CORE
VEGAN

s1003516 | 36-41 | PG 10
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CLASSIC

MADRID EVA | SCUBA YELLOW | EVA
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s1003513 | 36-41 | PG 10
MADRID EVA | SCUBA BLUE | EVA

s1003515 | 36-41 | PG 10
MADRID EVA | SCUBA CORAL | EVA
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SPRING SUMMER 2018

CLASSIC

SHOES PRODUCTS

EVA CLASSIC
n1008246 s1008247 | 36-42 | PG 140
CELINA | BLACK | SUEDE LEATHER

s1008273 | 36-42 | PG 140
CELINA | RUST | SUEDE LEATHER

n1008248 s1008249 | 36-42 | PG 140
CELINA | ROSE | SUEDE LEATHER

CUPSOLE
n1008270 s1008271 | 36-42 | PG 140

n433061 s433063 | 36-42 | PG 180

CELINA | TAUPE | SUEDE LEATHER

SPRING SUMMER 2018

SHOES

n1001041 s1001042 | 36-42 | PG 190
ISLAY | BLACK | NATURAL LEATHER

IONA | BLACK | NATURAL LEATHER

n1004661 s1004662 | 36-42 | PG 190
ISLAY | NUT | NATURAL LEATHER

ISLAY | ASPHALT | NUBUCK LEATHER

IONA | CUOIO | NATURAL LEATHER

n1007033 s1007034 | 36-42 | PG 190
ISLAY | TAUPE | NUBUCK LEATHER

LIGHT WEIGHT
n1007337 s1007338 | WOMEN | 36-42 | PG 210
n1007360 s1007361 | MEN | 40-46 | PG 210
AMES | BLACK | LEATHER/NEOPRENE
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n1007035 s1007036 | 36-42 | PG 190

n1004579 s1004580 | 36-42 | PG 180

n1008325 s1008326 | 40-46 | PG 210
AMES | KHAKI | LEATHER/NEOPRENE

n1008160 | 36-42 | PG 210
AMES | TAUPE | LEATHER/NEOPRENE

n1008381 s1008382 | 40-46 | PG 210

CINCINNATI | BLACK | SUEDE LEATHER

n1008387 s1008388 | 40-46 | PG 210
CINCINNATI | BLACK | SUEDE LEATHER/NUBUCK LEATHER

n1008210 s1008211 | 36-42 | PG 200
CINCINNATI | KHAKI | SUEDE LEATHER

n1008218 s1008219 | 36-42 | PG 200

n1008214 s1008215 | 36-42 | PG 200

CINCINNATI | ROSE | SUEDE LEATHER

CINCINNATI | SAND | SUEDE LEATHER

n1008212 s1008213 | 36-42 | PG 200

n1008745 s1008746 | 36-42 | PG 190

n1008747 s1008748 | 36-42 | PG 190

n1009874 s1009875 | 36-42 | PG 190

CINCINNATI | TAUPE | SUEDE LEATHER

SAITAMA | BLACK | NUBUCK LEATHER

SAITAMA | BROWN | NUBUCK LEATHER

SAITAMA | NAVY | NUBUCK LEATHER

n1000945 s1000946 | 36-42 | PG 190
n1000965 | 40-46 | PG 190

n1008626 s1008627 | 36-42 | PG 150
n1008337 | 40-46 | PG 150

CINCINNATI | KHAKI | SUEDE LEATHER/NUBUCK LEATHER

n1008385 s1008386 | 40-46 | PG 210
CINCINNATI | SAND | SUEDE LEATHER/NUBUCK LEATHER

RETRO
n1009872 s1009873 | 36-42 | PG 190
SAITAMA | TAUPE | NUBUCK LEATHER

ARRAN | BLACK | NATURAL LEATHER

SHOES

AMES | WHITE | LEATHER/NEOPRENE

n1008198 s1008199 | 36-42 | PG 200

SPRING SUMMER 2018

n1007339 s1007340 | WOMEN | 36-42 | PG 210
n1007362 s1007363 | MEN | 40-46 | PG 210

ARRAN | BLACK | TEXTILE

123

n1008559 s1008720 | 36-42 | PG 150
ARRAN | GRAY | TEXTILE

n1009862 s1009863 | WOMEN | 36-42 | PG 150
n1009694 s1009695 | MEN | 40-46 | PG 150
ARRAN | WHITE | TEXTILE

SPRING SUMMER 2018

SHOES

n1008727 s1008728 | 36-42 | PG 190
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ARRAN | SKY | SUEDE LEATHER

n1008188 s1008189 | 36-42 | PG 190
BARRIE | SAND | NUBUCK LEATHER

n1008557 s1008558 | 36-42 | PG 150
ARRAN | NAVY | TEXTILE

n1008729 s1008740 | WOMEN | 36-42 | PG 190
n1008719 s1008750 | MEN | 40-46 | PG 190
ARRAN | KHAKI | SUEDE LEATHER

n1008725 s1008726 | 36-42 | PG 190
ARRAN | ROSE | SUEDE LEATHER

n1008555 s1008556 | WOMEN | 36-42 | PG 150
n1008344 s1008345 | MEN | 40-46 | PG 150
ARRAN | KHAKI | TEXTILE

n1008743 s1008744 | 36-42 | PG 190
ARRAN | SAND | SUEDE LEATHER

n1009870 s1009871 | WOMEN | 36-42 | PG 190
n1008715 s1008716 | MEN | 40-46 | PG 190
ARRAN | NUDE | NATURAL LEATHER

n1008580 s1008581 | 36-42 | PG 190

n1007738 s1007739 | 40-46 | PG 190

BARRIE | OFFWHITE | NUBUCK LEATHER

BANDON | ESPRESSO | SUEDE LEATHER

n1000947 s1000948 | 36-42 | PG 190
n1000967 | 40-46 | PG 190
ARRAN | WHITE | NATURAL LEATHER

n1008741 s1008742 | WOMEN | 36-42 | PG 190
n1008717 s1008718 | MEN | 40-46 | PG 190
ARRAN | TAUPE | SUEDE LEATHER

n1008582 s1008583 | 36-42 | PG 190
BARRIE | BLACK | NUBUCK LEATHER

n1006966 s1006967 | 40-46 | PG 190
BANDON | NAVY | SUEDE LEATHER

SAWTOOTH

n1008407 s1008408 | WOMEN | 36-42 | PG 180
n1008594 s1008595 | MEN | 40-46 | PG 180
BARTLETT | NAVY | TEXTILE

n1008363 s1008364 | WOMEN | 36-42 | PG 200
n1008612 s1008613 | MEN | 40-46 | PG 210
BARTLETT | BLACK | SUEDE LEATHER

n1009876 | 40-46 | PG 230
RANGA | BLACK | SUEDE LEATHER/NATURAL LEATHER

BARTLETT | BLACK | TEXTILE

n1008403 | 36-42 | PG 180
BARTLETT | KHAKI | TEXTILE

n1008359 s1008360 | 36-42 | PG 200
BARTLETT | KHAKI | SUEDE LEATHER

n1008685 s1008686 | 40-46 | PG 230
RANGA | SAND | SUEDE LEATHER/NATURAL LEATHER

n1009835 s1009836 | 36-42 | PG 180
n1009692 | 40-46 | PG 180
BARTLETT | WHITE | TEXTILE

n1008361 s1008362 | WOMEN | 36-42 | PG 200
n1008641 s1008642 | MEN | 40-46 | PG 210
BARTLETT | SAND | SUEDE LEATHER

n1009878 s1009879 | 40-46 | PG 230
RANGA | WHITE | SUEDE LEATHER/NATURAL LEATHER

n1008409 s1008410 | 36-42 | PG 180
BARTLETT | GRAY | TEXTILE

n1004561 s1004562 | WOMEN | 36-42 | PG 200
n1004641 s1004642 | MEN | 40-46 | PG 210
BARTLETT | WHITE | NATURAL LEATHER

n1008342 s1008343 | WOMEN | 36-42 | PG 200
n1008645 s1008646 | MEN | 40-46 | PG 210
BARTLETT | TAUPE | SUEDE LEATHER

SHOES

n1008369 s1008370 | WOMEN | 36-42 | PG 180
n1008610 s1008611 | MEN | 40-46 | PG 180

BANDON | RUST | SUEDE LEATHER
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n1008373 | 40-46 | PG 190
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URBAN STYLE
n1006907 s1006908 | 36-42 | PG 190
LARAMIE LOW | BLACK | NATURAL LEATHER

n1008244 s1008245 | 36-42 | PG 190
LARAMIE LOW | BLACK | SUEDE LEATHER

n1008240 s1008241 | 36-42 | PG 190
LARAMIE LOW | TAUPE | SUEDE LEATHER

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT

WORKER
n1008242 s1008243 | 36-42 | PG 190

n1008689 | 40-46 | PG 320

LARAMIE LOW | SAND | SUEDE LEATHER

EVERETT | SAND | SUEDE LEATHER/TEXTILE

ORIGINALS

SPRING SUMMER 2018

SHOES

n1009847 s1009848 | WOMEN | 36-42 | PG 210
n1009860 s1009861 | MEN | 40-46 | PG 210
PASADENA | BLACK | NUBUCK LEATHER

n1009841 s1009842 | WOMEN | 36-42 | PG 210
n1009794 s1009795 | MEN | 40-46 | PG 210
PASADENA | NAVY | NUBUCK LEATHER
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n1009845 | 36-42 | PG 210
PASADENA | RED | NUBUCK LEATHER

n1009839 s1009840 | WOMEN | 36-42 | PG 210
n1009792 s1009793 | MEN | 40-46 | PG 210
PASADENA | MOCHA | NUBUCK LEATHER

n1009837 | 36-42 | PG 210
n1009849 s1009850 | 40-46 | PG 210
PASADENA | TAUPE | NUBUCK LEATHER

n1008620 s1008621 | WOMEN | 36-42 | PG 200
n1008483 s1008484 | MEN | 40-46 | PG 200
PASADENA | KHAKI | SUEDE LEATHER

n1008624 s1008625 | 36-42 | PG 200
PASADENA | TAUPE | SUEDE LEATHER

n1008622 s1008623 | WOMEN | 36-42 | PG 200
n1008487 s1008488 | MEN | 40-46 | PG 200
PASADENA | SAND | SUEDE LEATHER

n1008525 s1008526 | 40-46 | PG 210
TROY | BLACK | SUEDE LEATHER

n1008515 s1008516 | 40-46 | PG 210
TROY | KHAKI | SUEDE LEATHER

n1008503 s1008504 | 40-46 | PG 210
TROY | NAVY | SUEDE LEATHER

NEW HERITAGE

DUNDEE PLUS | ROSE PERFORATED | SUEDE LEATHER

n1009831 s1009832 | 36-42 | PG 170
DUNDEE PLUS | TAUPE PERFORATED | SUEDE LEATHER

s1008233 | 36-42 | PG 170
DUNDEE PLUS | ROSE | SUEDE LEATHER

DUNDEE PLUS | BLACK | SUEDE LEATHER

DUNDEE PLUS | KHAKI | SUEDE LEATHER

n1008236 s1008237 | 36-42 | PG 170

n1008397 s1008398 | 40-46 | PG 170

n1008234 s1008235 | 36-42 | PG 170

DUNDEE PLUS | RUST | SUEDE LEATHER

DUNDEE PLUS | RUST | SUEDE LEATHER

DUNDEE PLUS | TAUPE | SUEDE LEATHER

n1008220 s1008221 | 36-42 | PG 170
MONTANA PLUS | BLACK | SUEDE LEATHER

n1008417 | 40-46 | PG 170
MONTANA PLUS | BLACK | SUEDE LEATHER/OILED LEATHER

s1008229 | 36-42 | PG 170
MONTANA PLUS | KHAKI | SUEDE LEATHER

SHOES

n1009833 s1009834 | 36-42 | PG 170

n1008238 | 36-42 | PG 170
n1008411 s1008412 | 40-46 | PG 170
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n1008230 s1008231 | WOMEN | 36-42 | PG 170
n1008391 s1008392 | MEN | 40-46 | PG 170
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n1008429 s1008430 | 40-46 | PG 170
MONTANA PLUS | KHAKI | SUEDE LEATHER/OILED LEATHER

s1008223 | 36-42 | PG 170
MONTANA PLUS | ROSE | SUEDE LEATHER

n1008433 s1008434 | 40-46 | PG 170
MONTANA PLUS | SAND | SUEDE LEATHER/OILED LEATHER

s1010005 | 36-42 s1009858 | 40-46 | PG 190
MONTANA PLUS | NAVY/RED | NATURAL LEATHER

n1008226 s1008227 | 36-42 | PG 170
MONTANA PLUS | RUST | SUEDE LEATHER

s1010001 | 36-42 | PG 190
MONTANA PLUS | WHITE/NAVY | NATURAL LEATHER

n1008224 s1008225 | 36-42 | PG 170
MONTANA PLUS | TAUPE | SUEDE LEATHER

s1009939 | 36-42 | PG 190
MONTANA PLUS | WHITE | NATURAL LEATHER

SPRING SUMMER 2018

SHOES

HERITAGE
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s622153 | 35-43 | PG 170
MANTOVA | HABANA | OILED LEATHER

n166541 s166543 | 35-48 | PG 180

n166531 s166533 | 35-48 | PG 180

LONDON | BLACK | OILED LEATHER

LONDON | HABANA | OILED LEATHER

MANTOVA | BLACK | OILED LEATHER

n199261 s199263 | 35-46 | PG 180

n199241 s199243 | 35-46 | PG 180

s1004603 | 35-43 | PG 170
MANTOVA | ANTIQUE BROWN | OILED LEATHER

MONTANA | BLACK | OILED LEATHER

s622163 | 35-43 | PG 170

MONTANA | HABANA | OILED LEATHER

n1004850 s1004851 | 35-46 | PG 180

SPRING SUMMER 2018

SHOES

MONTANA | CUOIO | OILED LEATHER
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KIDS PRODUCTS
SANDALS & SHOES

METALLIC I
n1008122 s1008123 | 26-34 | PG 50

n1009494 s1009495 | 24-34 | PG 50

n1008128 s1008129 | 30-34 | PG 50

n1009498 s1009499 | 24-34 | PG 50

n1008146 s1008147 | 30-34 | PG 50

n1008148 s1008149 | 26-34 | PG 50

35-39 | PG 100
SALINA | SOFT METALLICS SILVER WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008140 s1008141 | 26-34 | PG 50

35-39 | PG 100
SALINA | SOFT METALLICS ROSÉ WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

35-39 | PG 100
TAORMINA | SOFT METALLICS ROSÉ WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

35-39 | PG 100
TAORMINA | SOFT METALLICS SILVER WHITE |
BIRKO-FLOR

35-39 | PG 100
KAIRO | SOFT METALLICS ROSÉ WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

35-39 | PG 100
KAIRO | SOFT METALLICS SILVER WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

35-39 | PG 100

SALINA | SOFT METALLICS GOLD BROWN |
BIRKO-FLOR/BIRKO-FLOR NUBUCK

METALLIC II

SPRING SUMMER 2018

KIDS

n1009496 s1009497 | 24-34 | PG 50
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35-39 | PG 100
TAORMINA | SOFT METALLICS GOLD BROWN |
BIRKO-FLOR/BIRKO-FLOR NUBUCK

n1008164 s1008165 | 30-34 | PG 40

35-39 | PG 90
GIZEH | METALLIC STONES WHITE | MICROFIBER

n1008184 s1008185 | 30-34 | PG 50

n1008196 s1008197 | 24-34 | PG 50

35-39 | PG 100

35-39 | PG 100
RIO | METALLIC STONES WHITE | MICROFIBER

KAIRO | SOFT METALLICS GOLD BROWN |
BIRKO-FLOR/BIRKO-FLOR NUBUCK

n1008166 s1008167 | 24-34 | PG 50

35-39 | PG 100
TAORMINA | METALLIC STONES WHITE | MICROFIBER

n1008168 s1008169 | 24-34 | PG 50

35-39 | PG 100
RIO | METALLIC STONES PINK | MICROFIBER

n1008260 s1008261 | 30-34 | PG 40

35-39 | PG 90
GIZEH | METALLIC STONES PINK | MICROFIBER

FRINGE
n1008262 s1008263 | 24-34 | PG 50

n1008186 s1008187 | 30-34 | PG 50

n1008194 s1008195 | 30-34 | PG 50

n1008264 s1008265 | 26-34 | PG 40

n1008266 s1008267 | 24-34 | PG 50

n1008300 s1008301 | 26-34 | PG 40

n1008308 s1008309 | 26-34 | PG 40

n1008274 s1008275 | 24-34 | PG 50

35-39 | PG 100
TAORMINA | METALLIC STONES PINK | MICROFIBER

35-39 | PG 100
GIZEH FRINGES | ROSE | BIRKO-FLOR NUBUCK/SUEDE

35-39 | PG 100
GIZEH FRINGES | BROWN | BIRKO-FLOR NUBUCK/SUEDE

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT

COLOR SPRAYS

35-39 | PG 100
MILANO | COLOR SPRAYS BROWN | MICROFIBER

35-39 | PG 90
ARIZONA | COLOR SPRAYS BLUE | MICROFIBER

35-39 | PG 90
ARIZONA | COLOR SPRAYS BROWN | MICROFIBER

35-39 | PG 100
MILANO | COLOR SPRAYS BLUE | MICROFIBER

KIDS

n1008302 s1008303 | 24-34 | PG 50

35-39 | PG 100
MILANO | COLOR SPRAYS BEIGE | MICROFIBER
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35-39 | PG 90
ARIZONA | COLOR SPRAYS BEIGE | MICROFIBER
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MARKETING HIGHLIGHT

SPICE
n1008497 s1008498 | 24-34 | PG 50

35-39 | PG 100

GUAM STRAP | SPICE LIGHT BROWN |
BIRKO-FLOR/BIRKO-FLOR NUBUCK

n1008491 s1008492 | 24-34 | PG 60

35-39 | PG 110

MARRAKESCH | SPICE BLUE |
BIRKO-FLOR/BIRKO-FLOR NUBUCK

n1008431 s1008432 | 26-34 | PG 60

n1008475 s1008476 | 24-34 | PG 60

35-39 | PG 110

MARRAKESCH | SPICE LIGHT BROWN |
BIRKO-FLOR/BIRKO-FLOR NUBUCK

35-39 | PG 110

SALINA | SPICE ORANGE |
BIRKO-FLOR/BIRKO-FLOR NUBUCK

n1008443 s1008444 | 24-34 | PG 60

n1008505 s1008506 | 24-34 | PG 50

35-39 | PG 100

GUAM STRAP | SPICE BLUE |
BIRKO-FLOR/BIRKO-FLOR NUBUCK

35-39 | PG 110

MARRAKESCH | SPICE ORANGE |
BIRKO-FLOR/BIRKO-FLOR NUBUCK

n1008413 s1008414 | 26-34 | PG 60

35-39 | PG 110

SALINA | SPICE FUCHSIA |
BIRKO-FLOR/BIRKO-FLOR NUBUCK

ORIENTAL MOSAIC
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KIDS

n1008423 s1008424 | 24-34 | PG 60
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35-39 | PG 110

n1009932 s1009933 | 30-34 | PG 40

35-39 | PG 90
GIZEH | ORIENTAL MOSAIC WHITE | MICROFIBER

n1009451 s1009452 | 24-34 | PG 50

n1009453 s1009454 | 24-34 | PG 50

n1009457 s1009458 | 24-34 | PG 50

n1009930 s1009931 | 30-34 | PG 40

35-39 | PG 100
RIO | ORIENTAL MOSAIC WHITE | MICROFIBER

MARRAKESCH | SPICE FUCHSIA |
BIRKO-FLOR/BIRKO-FLOR NUBUCK

n1009455 s1009456 | 24-34 | PG 50

35-39 | PG 100
RIO | ORIENTAL MOSAIC BLACK | MICROFIBER

35-39 | PG 100
TAORMINA | ORIENTAL MOSAIC BLACK | MICROFIBER

35-39 | PG 100
TAORMINA | ORIENTAL MOSAIC WHITE | MICROFIBER

35-39 | PG 90
GIZEH | ORIENTAL MOSAIC BLACK | MICROFIBER

ORIENTAL TILES
n1008572 s1008573 | 24-34 | PG 50

35-39 | PG 100

RIO | ORIENTAL TILES ROSE | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008574 s1008575 | 30-34 | PG 40

35-39 | PG 90
GIZEH | ORIENTAL TILES ROSE | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008576 s1008577 | 24-34 | PG 50

35-39 | PG 100

RIO | ORIENTAL TILES BLUE | BIRKO-FLOR

CHINA FLOWERS
n1008578 s1008579 | 30-34 | PG 40

n1008367 s1008368 | 26-34 | PG 40

35-39 | PG 90
GIZEH | ORIENTAL TILES BLUE | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008379 s1008380 | 24-34 | PG 50

n1008383 s1008384 | 26-34 | PG 40

35-39 | PG 90
FLORIDA | CHINA FLOWERS PINK | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008389 s1008390 | 24-34 | PG 50

n1008371 s1008372 | 24-34 | PG 50

35-39 | PG 100
RIO | CHINA FLOWERS WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

35-39 | PG 100

n1008394 s1008396 | 24-34 | PG 50

35-39 | PG 90

n1008176 s1008177 | 24-34 | PG 50

RIO | CHINA FLOWERS PINK | BIRKO-FLOR

35-39 | PG 100
ISABELLA | CHINA FLOWERS PINK | BIRKO-FLOR

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT

CANDY
n1008192 s1008193 | 24-34 | PG 50
RIO | CANDY YELLOW | BIRKO-FLOR

35-39 | PG 100

n1008178 s1008179 | 30-34 | PG 40
GIZEH | CANDY YELLOW | BIRKO-FLOR

RIO | CANDY ORANGE | BIRKO-FLOR

35-39 | PG 100
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KIDS

35-39 | PG 100
ISABELLA | CHINA FLOWERS WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

35-39 | PG 90
FLORIDA | CHINA FLOWERS WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR
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n1008172 s1008173 | 30-34 | PG 40

35-39 | PG 90

GIZEH | CANDY ORANGE | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008170 s1008171 | 24-34 | PG 50

35-39 | PG 100

RIO | CANDY PINK | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008156 s1008157 | 30-34 | PG 40

35-39 | PG 90

GIZEH | CANDY PINK | BIRKO-FLOR

HOLOGRAM
n1008096 s1008097 | 26-34 | PG 40

35-39 | PG 90
ARIZONA | HOLOGRAM SILVER | MICROFIBER

n1008094 s1008095 | 24-34 | PG 50

35-39 | PG 100

n1009818 s1009819 | 26-34 | PG 40

35-39 | PG 100

n1008283 s1008284 | 24-34 | PG 50

35-39 | PG 100
TAORMINA | MAGIC SNAKE ROSE | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008255 s1008256 | 30-34 | PG 40

RIO | HOLOGRAM SILVER | MICROFIBER

35-39 | PG 90
MAYARI | HOLOGRAM SILVER | MICROFIBER

MAGIC SNAKE
n1008092 s1008093 | 30-34 | PG 40

n1008285 s1008286 | 24-34 | PG 50

35-39 | PG 90
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KIDS

GIZEH | HOLOGRAM SILVER | MICROFIBER
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RIO | MAGIC SNAKE WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

35-39 | PG 100
TAORMINA | MAGIC SNAKE WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

FOR KIDS
& ADULTS

n1008281 s1008282 | 30-34 | PG 40
GIZEH | MAGIC SNAKE WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008259 s1008280 | 24-34 | PG 50
RIO | MAGIC SNAKE ROSE | BIRKO-FLOR

35-39 | PG 100

n1008257 s1008258 | 24-34 | PG 50

GIZEH | MAGIC SNAKE ROSE | BIRKO-FLOR

35-39 | PG 90

n1008207 s1008208 | 24-34 | PG 50

35-39 | PG 100
RIO | MAGIC SNAKE BLACK-SILVER | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008205 s1008206 | 24-34 | PG 50

n1008203 s1008204 | 30-34 | PG 40

n1008295 s1008296 | 26-34 | PG 40

n1008293 s1008294 | 24-34 | PG 50

35-39 | PG 100
TAORMINA | MAGIC SNAKE BLACK-SILVER | BIRKO-FLOR

35-39 | PG 90
GIZEH | MAGIC SNAKE BLACK-SILVER | BIRKO-FLOR

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT

3D RUBBER
SEAWEED
35-39 | PG 90
ARIZONA | SEAWEED BLACK GREEN | MICROFIBER

35-39 | PG 100
MILANO | SEAWEED BLACK GREEN | MICROFIBER

n1008290 s1008291 | 26-34 | PG 40

35-39 | PG 90

ARIZONA | SEAWEED BLACK | MICROFIBER

CORE

CORE

CORE
n1008288 s1008289 | 24-34 | PG 50

n1005886 s555133 | 26-34 | PG 40

35-39 | PG 100

35-39 | PG 90

ARIZONA | SILVER | BIRKO-FLOR

n731481 s731483 | 24-34 | PG 50

35-39 | PG 100

RIO | SILVER | BIRKO-FLOR

KIDS

MILANO | SEAWEED BLACK | MICROFIBER

CORE

CORE

CORE

n846151 s846153 | 30-34 | PG 40
GIZEH | SILVER | BIRKO-FLOR

n831691 s831693 | 24-34 | PG 50

35-39 | PG 100
RIO | MAGIC GALAXY WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

n847221 s847223 | 30-34 | PG 40

35-39 | PG 90
GIZEH | MAGIC GALAXY WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

n831781 s831783 | 24-34 | PG 50

35-39 | PG 100
RIO | MAGIC GALAXY SILVER | BIRKO-FLOR
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CORE
FOR KIDS
& ADULTS
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CORE

CORE

CORE

CORE
FOR KIDS
& ADULTS

n847691 s847693 | 30-34 | PG 40

35-39 | PG 90
GIZEH | MAGIC GALAXY SILVER | BIRKO-FLOR

n1003234 s1003235 | 24-34 | PG 50

35-39 | PG 100
RIO | MAGIC GALAXY BRIGHT ROSE | BIRKO-FLOR

CORE

n1003240 s1003241 | 30-34 | PG 40

35-39 | PG 90
GIZEH | MAGIC GALAXY BRIGHT ROSE | BIRKO-FLOR

CORE

n1002361 s552893 | 26-34 | PG 40
ARIZONA | MOCHA | BIRKO-FLOR NUBUCK

CORE

CORE

FOR KIDS
& ADULTS

n087781 s087783 | 24-34 | PG 50

35-39 | PG 100
NEW YORK | MOCHA | BIRKO-FLOR NUBUCK

n233071 s233073 | 24-34 | PG 50

35-39 | PG 100

ROMA | MOCHA | BIRKO-FLOR NUBUCK

CORE

n1002362 s846133 | 30-34 | PG 40

n1002360 s552903 | 26-34 | PG 40

GIZEH | MOCHA | BIRKO-FLOR NUBUCK

35-39 | PG 90

ARIZONA | NAVY | BIRKO-FLOR NUBUCK

CORE

CORE

CORE
FOR KIDS
& ADULTS

n087771 s087773 | 24-34 | PG 50

n1007940 s1007941 | 24-34 | PG 50

35-39 | PG 100

ROMA | NAVY | BIRKO-FLOR NUBUCK

n1005128 s345443 | 30-34 | PG 40

30-39 | PG 90

GIZEH | NAVY | BIRKO-FLOR NUBUCK

n1005127 s555123 | 26-34 | PG 40
ARIZONA | BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR

KIDS

35-39 | PG 100
NEW YORK | NAVY | BIRKO-FLOR NUBUCK
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CORE
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CORE

VEGAN

FOR KIDS
& ADULTS

EVA RAINBOOT
s187603 n1005885 | 24-34 | PG 50
NEW YORK | BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR

35-39 | PG 100

n846141 s846143 | 30-34 | PG 40
GIZEH | BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR

n1006283 | 24-35 | PG 40
SCOURIE | SCUBA BLUE | EVA

VEGAN

VEGAN

VEGAN

EVA
n1006284 | 24-35 | PG 40

n1006288 | 24-35 | PG 40

SCOURIE | SCUBA YELLOW | EVA

s1009353 | 24-34 | PG 6

SCOURIE | NEON PINK | EVA

VEGAN

MILANO KIDS EVA | BLACK | EVA

CORE

VEGAN

VEGAN

EVA CORE
s1009354 | 24-34 | PG 6

s1009355 | 24-34 | PG 6

MILANO KIDS EVA | KHAKI | EVA

s128423 | 30-34 | PG 6

MILANO KIDS EVA | SCUBA BLUE | EVA

GIZEH KIDS EVA | BLACK | EVA

CORE

CORE

CORE

CORE

VEGAN

VEGAN

VEGAN

VEGAN

s128413 | 30-34 | PG 6

s1005683 | 30-34 | PG 6

s128393 | 30-34 | PG 6

GIZEH KIDS EVA | KHAKI | EVA

s128463 | 30-34 | PG 6

GIZEH KIDS EVA | RED | EVA

GIZEH KIDS EVA | NEON PINK | EVA

s128403 | 30-34 | PG 6
GIZEH KIDS EVA | WHITE | EVA

CORE

CORE

CORE

CORE

VEGAN

VEGAN

VEGAN

VEGAN

s1003497 | 30-34 | PG 6
GIZEH KIDS EVA | METALLIC SILVER | EVA

s1003520 | 30-34 | PG 6
GIZEH KIDS EVA | SCUBA BLUE | EVA

s1003524 | 30-34 | PG 6
GIZEH KIDS EVA | SCUBA CORAL | EVA
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KIDS

GIZEH KIDS EVA | NAVY | EVA
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CORE

CORE

CORE

CORE

VEGAN

VEGAN

VEGAN

VEGAN

s1003526 | 30-34 | PG 6

s126123 | 24-34 | PG 6

GIZEH KIDS EVA | SCUBA YELLOW | EVA

s1003535 | 24-34 | PG 6
RIO KIDS EVA | SCUBA BLUE | EVA

s126163 | 24-34 | PG 6

RIO KIDS EVA | NAVY | EVA

s1003533 | 24-34 | PG 6

RIO KIDS EVA | NEON PINK | EVA

RIO KIDS EVA | METALLIC SILVER | EVA

CORE

CORE

CORE

CORE

VEGAN

VEGAN

VEGAN

VEGAN

s1003537 | 24-34 | PG 6

s1003538 | 24-34 | PG 6

RIO KIDS EVA | SCUBA CORAL | EVA

s1005682 | 24-34 | PG 6

RIO KIDS EVA | SCUBA YELLOW | EVA

RIO KIDS EVA | KHAKI | EVA

RETRO
n1008777 | 28-34 | PG 120

35-39 | PG 140

n1008779 | 28-34 | PG 120

35-39 | PG 140

ABILENE | INDIGO | TEXTILE

n1008778 | 28-34 | PG 120

35-39 | PG 140

ABILENE | SUN | TEXTILE

SPRING SUMMER 2018

KIDS

ABILENE | FUCHSIA | TEXTILE

140

n1004704 | 28-34 | PG 120

35-39 | PG 140
ARRAN KIDS | BLACK (BACK2SCHOOL) |
NATURAL LEATHER

n1008815 | 28-34 | PG 120

35-39 | PG 140
ARRAN KIDS | FUCHSIA | TEXTILE

n1008814 | 28-34 | PG 120

35-39 | PG 140
ARRAN KIDS | INDIGO | TEXTILE

n1008816 | 28-34 | PG 120

35-39 | PG 140
ARRAN KIDS | KHAKI | TEXTILE

n1008817 | 28-34 | PG 120

35-39 | PG 140

n1004699 | 28-34 | PG 120

n1008821 | 28-34 | PG 120

n1008818 | 28-34 | PG 120

n1008824 | 28-34 | PG 120

35-39 | PG 140
ARRAN VELCRO | KHAKI | SUEDE LEATHER

n1008820 | 28-34 | PG 120

n1008825 | 28-34 | PG 120

n1008823 | 28-34 | PG 120

n1008822 | 28-34 | PG 120

n1008829 | 28-34 | PG 120

n1008826 | 28-34 | PG 120

n1008827 | 28-34 | PG 120

n1008828 | 28-34 | PG 120

n1008911 | 28-34 | PG 140

n1008912 | 28-34 | PG 140

n1008910 | 28-34 | PG 140

ARRAN KIDS | SUN | TEXTILE

35-39 | PG 140
ARRAN VELCRO | KHAKI | TEXTILE

35-39 | PG 140
ASTEE | AQUA | SUEDE LEATHER/TEXTILE

35-39 | PG 140
ARRAN VELCRO | FUCHSIA | TEXTILE

35-39 | PG 140
ARRAN VELCRO | ROSE | SUEDE LEATHER

35-39 | PG 140
ASTEE | FUCHSIA | SUEDE LEATHER/PU

35-39 | PG 140
ARRAN VELCRO | INDIGO | TEXTILE

35-39 | PG 140
ARRAN VELCRO | SAND | SUEDE LEATHER

35-39 | PG 140
ASTEE | NAVY | SUEDE LEATHER/PU

35-39 | PG 140
ASTEE | OFFWHITE | SUEDE LEATHER/TEXTILE

35-39 | PG 160
BARTLETT | KHAKI | SUEDE LEATHER

35-39 | PG 160
BARTLETT | ROSE | SUEDE LEATHER

35-39 | PG 160
BARTLETT | SAND | SUEDE LEATHER
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KIDS

35-39 | PG 140
ARRAN VELCRO | SUN | TEXTILE

35-39 | PG 140
ARRAN VELCRO | BLACK (BACK2SCHOOL) |
NATURAL LEATHER
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ORIGINALS
n493041 | 28-34 | PG 120

35-39 | PG 140
JUNE | BLACK | NATURAL LEATHER

n1009079 | 28-34 | PG 140

SPRING SUMMER 2018

KIDS

35-39 | PG 160
MYLO | ROSE METALLIC | SUEDE LEATHER
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n1009075 | 28-34 | PG 140

35-39 | PG 160
MYLO | KHAKI | SUEDE LEATHER

n1009073 | 28-34 | PG 140

35-39 | PG 160
MYLO | SAND | SUEDE LEATHER
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KIDS

& FRIENDS PRODUCTS

© Disney

© Disney

© Disney

PRINCESS
n1008650 s1008651 | 24-34 | PG 70

35-39 | PG 100
ISABELLA | ORIENTAL JASMINE LILAC | BIRKO-FLOR

© Disney

n1008655 s1008656 | 24-34 | PG 70

35-39 | PG 100
RIO | DISNEY PRINCESS WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

n1008652 s1008653 | 24-34 | PG 70

35-39 | PG 100
SUMATRA | ORIENTAL JASMINE LILAC | BIRKO-FLOR

© Disney

n1008657 s1008658 | 30-34 | PG 60

35-39 | PG 90
GIZEH | DISNEY PRINCESS WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

s1008654 | 26-34 | PG 90

35-39 | PG 120
DORIAN | ORIENTAL JASMINE LILAC | BIRKO-FLOR

© Disney

n1008659 s1008670 | 24-34 | PG 70

35-39 | PG 100
RIO | DISNEY PRINCESS ROSE | BIRKO-FLOR

©Disney Pixar

© Disney

n1008671 s1008672 | 30-34 | PG 60

35-39 | PG 90
GIZEH | DISNEY PRINCESS ROSE | BIRKO-FLOR

©Disney Pixar

©Disney Pixar

CARS
n1008673 s1008674 | 24-34 | PG 70

SPRING SUMMER 2018

FRIENDS

35-39 | PG 100
MILANO | CARS 3 DARK BLUE | BIRKO-FLOR
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s1008677 | 26-34 | PG 100

n1008675 s1008676 | 24-34 | PG 70

35-39 | PG 130
KAY | CARS 3 DARK BLUE | BIRKO-FLOR

©Disney Pixar

35-39 | PG 100

MILANO | CARS 3 RED | BIRKO-FLOR

© Marvel

© Marvel

CARRY OVER
s1008678 | 26-34 | PG 100

35-39 | PG 130
KAY | CARS 3 RED | BIRKO-FLOR

n1004372 s1004373 | 26-34 | PG 60

35-39 | PG 90
ARIZONA | MARVEL SPIDERMAN ACTION BLUE |
BIRKO-FLOR

n1004374 s1004375 | 24-34 | PG 70

35-39 | PG 100
NEW YORK | MARVEL SPIDERMAN ACTION BLUE |
BIRKO-FLOR

© TM Lucasﬁlm

© TM Lucasﬁlm

FOR KIDS
& ADULTS

n1004368 s1004369 | 26-34 | PG 60

35-39 | PG 90
ARIZONA | STAR WARS BB-8 GRAY | BIRKO-FLOR

n1004370 s1004371 | 24-34 | PG 70

35-39 | PG 100
NEW YORK | STAR WARS BB-8 GRAY | BIRKO-FLOR

n1006794 s1006795 | 24-34 | PG 100
n1006796 s1006797 | 35-39 | PG 100
MILANO | STAR WARS STORMTROOPER WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

FOR KIDS
& ADULTS

n1006787 s1006788 | 24-34 | PG 100
n1006789 s 1006790 | 35-39 | PG 100
MILANO | STAR WARS DARTH VADER BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR

FRIENDS

© TM Lucasﬁlm

SPRING SUMMER 2018

© TM Lucasﬁlm
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PAPILLIO PRODUCTS

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT

NATURE MEETS
METALLIC
s1008930 | 35-43 | PG 110
CARMEN | FROSTED METALLIC ROSE | SMOOTH LEATHER

s1008935 | 36-43 | PG 130

SPRING SUMMER 2018

PAPILLIO

LOLA | FROSTED METALLIC ROSE | SMOOTH LEATHER

150

s1008939 | 35-43 | PG 160
CLEO | FROSTED METALLIC SILVER | SMOOTH LEATHER

s1008936 | 36-43 | PG 130
ASHLEY | FROSTED METALLIC ROSE | SMOOTH LEATHER

s1008990 | 36-43 | PG 130
LOLA | FROSTED METALLIC SILVER | SMOOTH LEATHER

s1008931 | 35-43 | PG 130
CHARLIZE | FROSTED METALLIC ROSE | SMOOTH LEATHER

s1008937 | 35-43 | PG 110
CARMEN | FROSTED METALLIC SILVER | SMOOTH LEATHER

s1008934 | 35-43 | PG 160
CLEO | FROSTED METALLIC ROSE | SMOOTH LEATHER

s1008938 | 35-43 | PG 130
CHARLIZE | FROSTED METALLIC SILVER | SMOOTH LEATHER

s1008991 | 36-43 | PG 130
ASHLEY | FROSTED METALLIC SILVER | SMOOTH LEATHER

SMOOTH
CONTRASTS
s1008992 | 36-43 | PG 170
LINDA | SMOOTH ROSE | SUEDE LEATHER

s1008993 | 36-43 | PG 180
EVE | SMOOTH ROSE | SUEDE LEATHER

s1008994 | 36-43 | PG 190
EMMY | SMOOTH ROSE | SUEDE LEATHER

s1008996 | 36-43 | PG 170
LINDA | SMOOTH TAUPE | SUEDE LEATHER

s1008998 | 36-43 | PG 190
EMMY | SMOOTH TAUPE | SUEDE LEATHER

s1008999 | 36-43 | PG 200
ELISA | SMOOTH TAUPE | SUEDE LEATHER

s1009030 | 36-43 | PG 170
LINDA | SMOOTH ANTHRACITE | SUEDE LEATHER

MONOCHROME
MARBLE

n1009051 | 35-43 | PG 100
GIZEH | MONOCHROME MARBLE WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

s1009055 | 35-43 | PG 110
CAMERON | MONOCHROME MARBLE SILVER | BIRKO-FLOR

s1009049 | 36-43 | PG 200

s1009050 | 35-43 | PG 100

ELISA | SMOOTH ANTHRACITE | SUEDE LEATHER

s1009052 | 35-43 | PG 110
CAMERON | MONOCHROME MARBLE WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

s1009056 | 35-43 | PG 100
ARIZONA | MONOCHROME MARBLE BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR

ARIZONA | MONOCHROME MARBLE WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

s1009053 | 35-43 | PG 100
ARIZONA | MONOCHROME MARBLE SILVER | BIRKO-FLOR

n1009059 | 35-43 | PG 100
GIZEH | MONOCHROME MARBLE BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR

n1009054 | 35-43 | PG 100
GIZEH | MONOCHROME MARBLE SILVER | BIRKO-FLOR

s1009060 | 35-43 | PG 110
CAMERON | MONOCHROME MARBLE BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR

PAPILLIO

EVE | SMOOTH ANTHRACITE | SUEDE LEATHER
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s1009031 | 36-43 | PG 180
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CRYSTAL SURFACE
s1009061 | 35-43 | PG 70
CORA | CRYSTAL ROSE | BIRKO-FLOR

s1009070 | 35-43 | PG 70
CORA | CRYSTAL LILAC | BIRKO-FLOR

s1009827 | 35-43 | PG 80
DAYTONA | CRYSTAL LILAC | BIRKO-FLOR

s1009062 | 35-43 | PG 80
DAYTONA | CRYSTAL ROSE | BIRKO-FLOR

n1009078 | 35-43 | PG 90
TABORA | CRYSTAL LILAC | BIRKO-FLOR

n1009826 | 35-43 | PG 90
TABORA | CRYSTAL ROSE | BIRKO-FLOR

s1009828 | 35-43 | PG 70
CORA | CRYSTAL BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR
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PAPILLIO

PURE
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s1009094 | 35-43 | PG 80
DAYTONA | CRYSTAL BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR

s1009817 | 36-43 | PG 170
LUNA | NUDE | NATURAL LEATHER

n1009096 | 35-43 | PG 90

s1009816 | 36-43 | PG 170

TABORA | CRYSTAL BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR

s1008713 | 36-43 | PG 170
LINNEA | TAUPE | SUEDE LEATHER

LINNEA | NUDE | NATURAL LEATHER

s1008714 | 36-43 | PG 170
LUNA | TAUPE | SUEDE LEATHER

s1009820 | 36-43 | PG 170
LINNEA | ANTHRACITE | SUEDE LEATHER

s1009237 | 36-43 | PG 120
LOLA | COGNAC | PULL-UP LEATHER

s1009823 | 36-43 | PG 120
LANA | BLACK | PULL-UP LEATHER

s1009825 | 35-43 | PG 90
CARMEN | COGNAC | PULL-UP LEATHER

s1008775 | 36-43 | PG 160
EMINA | COGNAC | PULL-UP LEATHER

s1009598 | 36-43 | PG 120
LOLA | BLACK | PULL-UP LEATHER

s1009824 | 35-43 | PG 160
CLEO | COGNAC | PULL-UP LEATHER

s1008757 | 35-43 | PG 90
CARMEN | BLACK | PULL-UP LEATHER

s1009822 | 36-43 | PG 160
EMINA | BLACK | PULL-UP LEATHER

s1008774 | 36-43 | PG 120
LANA | COGNAC | PULL-UP LEATHER

s1008773 | 35-43 | PG 160
CLEO | BLACK | PULL-UP LEATHER

s1009903 | 36-43 | PG 120
DOROTHY | GRACEFUL TOFFEE | BIRKO-FLOR

FLOWER FRILLS
s1009904 | 36-43 | PG 120
DOROTHY | GRACEFUL LICORICE | BIRKO-FLOR

s1009894 | 35-43 | PG 90
CURACAO | FLOWER FRILL BROWN | STRETCH

s1009900 | 36-43 | PG 120
LOLA FRILLS | FLOWER FRILL BROWN |
STRETCH/PULL-UP LEATHER

PAPILLIO

LUNA | ANTHRACITE | SUEDE LEATHER
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s1009821 | 36-43 | PG 170
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s1009902 | 36-43 | PG 140
DELLA | FLOWER FRILL BROWN |
STRETCH/PULL-UP LEATHER

s1009887 | 35-43 | PG 90
CURACAO | FLOWER FRILL BLACK | STRETCH

s1009899 | 36-43 | PG 120
LOLA FRILLS | FLOWER FRILL BLACK |
STRETCH/PULL-UP LEATHER

s1009901 | 36-43 | PG 140
DELLA | FLOWER FRILL BLACK |
STRETCH/PULL-UP LEATHER

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT

ORNAMENTS
s1009084 | 35-43 | PG 130
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PAPILLIO

CORA | ORNAMENTS BLACK/ GOLD | SMOOTH LEATHER
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s1009087 | 35-43 | PG 130
CORA | ORNAMENTS WHITE / ROSEGOLD | SMOOTH LEATHER

s1009088 | 35-43 | PG 130
DAYTONA | ORNAMENTS WHITE / ROSEGOLD |
SMOOTH LEATHER

s1009085 | 35-43 | PG 130
DAYTONA | ORNAMENTS BLACK/ GOLD | SMOOTH LEATHER

s1009086 | 35-43 | PG 140
CHARLIZE | ORNAMENTS BLACK/ GOLD | SMOOTH LEATHER

s1009089 | 35-43 | PG 140
CHARLIZE | ORNAMENTS WHITE / ROSEGOLD |
SMOOTH LEATHER

TEXTURE MASH
s1009140 | 36-43 | PG 160
LOLA | TEXTURE MASH BLACK | PULL-UP LEATHER/TEX

s1009142 | 36-43 | PG 190
EVE | TEXTURE MASH BLACK | PULL-UP LEATHER/TEX

s1009144 | 36-43 | PG 160
LOLA | TEXTURE MASH COGNAC | PULL-UP LEATHER/TEX

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT

IRIDESCENCE
s1009147 | 36-43 | PG 190

s1009228 | 36-43 | PG 160

EVE | TEXTURE MASH COGNAC | PULL-UP LEATHER/TEX

s1009231 | 36-43 | PG 140
ASHLEY PLATFORM | IRIDESCENT WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

LINNEA | IRIDESCENT WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

s1009232 | 36-43 | PG 160
LINNEA | IRIDESCENT BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR

s1009233 | 36-43 | PG 160
LUNA | IRIDESCENT BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR

s1009230 | 36-43 | PG 160
LUNA | IRIDESCENT WHITE | BIRKO-FLOR

s1009234 | 36-43 | PG 140
ASHLEY PLATFORM | IRIDESCENT BLACK | BIRKO-FLOR

MARKETING HIGHLIGHT

CORA | PASTEL PINK | BIRKO-FLOR

s1009215 | 35-43 | PG 70
CORA | PASTEL YELLOW | BIRKO-FLOR

s1009136 | 35-43 | PG 80
CLARA | PASTEL YELLOW | BIRKO-FLOR

s1009123 | 35-43 | PG 80
CLARA | PASTEL PINK | BIRKO-FLOR

s1009196 | 35-43 | PG 80
CARRIE | PASTEL YELLOW | BIRKO-FLOR

s1009217 | 35-43 | PG 110
CAMERON POP | PASTEL PINK | BIRKO-FLOR

s1009212 | 35-43 | PG 70
CORA | PASTEL BLUE | BIRKO-FLOR
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s1009198 | 35-43 | PG 70

PAPILLIO

CANDY PASTELS
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s1009195 | 35-43 | PG 80
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PAPILLIO

CARRIE | PASTEL BLUE | BIRKO-FLOR

156

s1009216 | 35-43 | PG 110
CAMERON POP | PASTEL BLUE | BIRKO-FLOR

